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WELCOME

By

Brig Gen Theodore C. Bedwell, Jr., USAF, MC

General Bedwell is the Commander, Aerospace Medical Division. He
received his B. S. from S. M. U.; his M. D. from Baylor University:
and his M. P. H. from the Johms Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public
Health. He has had post-graduate training in Industrial Medicine at
Harvard School of Public Health. He is a Fellow of the Aerospace
Medical Association, the American College of Preventive Medicine,
and Roval Society of Health, and has membership in several other
national professional organizations. He is certified by the American
Board of Preventive Medicine in Aviation Medicine, Public Health
and Occupational Medicine. He is rated a Chief Flight Surgeon.

Plrcscnted at the Lectures in Aerospace Medicine
Hield 8-12 January 1962

School of Aerospace Medicine



WELCOME ADDDI ....S .

By

Brig Gen Theodore C. Bedwul], Jr., USAF, MC

It gives me a great deal of pleasure to welcome such a large
assembly for the 1962 Lectures in Aerospace Medicine.

This is the third year that the lecture series has been presented
by the School of Aerospace Medicine. Each yea tLile attendance is
larger and more representative of the many agencies with an interest
im the field of Bioastronautics.

Your response to the series has been a source of much grati-
fication to the School, to the Aerospace Medical Center as a whole,
and 0ow to the Aerospace Medical Division of the Air Force Systems
Command. The central purlpse in each layer of our present organi-
zatiun is the Same. It is to acquire Uad disselninate the fullest
possible knowledge of the functions and behavior of mail in space, as
well as in the earth's atmosphere.

You may be interested in the origin of this course of lectures.
As maiwy cf you know, the School of Aerospace Medicine has a back-
ground ot research and teaching in the medicai problems of human
flight that reaches back to 1918, when military aviation was in its
infancy. Fur many years, this was the only institution engaged in
-studies of that kind.

As the altitude, the rangc, and the speed of flying vehicles
increased, the scope of our studies naturally became broader. As
carly as 1946, when the rocket-powered Bell X-l was being tested
at Edwards Air Force Base, we were already louking toward the
F•,ssibility of orbital and even inl erl'Ianetary space craft.

The Departizient of Sp)ace Medicine was established at the
School in February 1949. For a nm1nber ,of yx'ars. it was uniqueiy
;cculpid in miakin, serious investigations of the medical problemu

ol sptict flight. Time vl"uss, and Ihe i)ublic toilowcd its liuidiji•s
wtila imlitdrcstr . nitterrmixed with a curtain amount ol tolerant amuse-
menl. El a large eXiuni . it was ignore1d b,-' thr sUcinlii -ttad
aer'l'u u1t U1C t1 a"Lgncies.
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Brigadier General Theodore C. Bedwell, Jr.

Since 1957, when the first Soviet sputnik appeared in the sky,
the situatiin has been radically altered. Now a good many other
institutinns participate in space research to a greater or lesser
degree. Today, every significant advance in the art of maintaining
man in space is awaited with intense curiosity, and critically re-

aiewed by all segments of the scientific-technological community.

Until 1959, as a teaching organization, the School was con-
cerned primarily with keeping Air Force medical officers and flight
surgeons abreast of the many new discoveries and techniques in
this field of practice. Our Primary Course in Aerospace Medicine
provided a reasonably thorough survey of recent developments in
space research. Quite a few graduates of the primary course,
when they completed their military service, went on to initiate similai
studies of their own in industry, in universities, or- in other govern-
menit agencies.

We also had and still have an Advanced Course in Aviation
Medicine. It is for career medical officers, planning to take their
specialty board examinations in this area. And, finally, we had a
review course for practicing flight surgeons in this field. Its purpose
was to bring them up to date in the latest information on effects of
high-altitude, high-speed flight and related problems.

After we moved over here to Brooks in 1959, and established
the Aerospace Medical Center-, we found that we had facilities for
a somewhat wider teaching effort than the limited one we had carried
on at Randolph Air Force Base. It was realized that the School of
Aerospace Medicine, in its forty-odd years of research, had stored
up an unparalleled background of knowledge, discriminating judgement,
and experience in sustaining flight at the lox~rders of the atmosphere
and beyond. We felt that this background should be made available
to other agencies which were now entering the same field.

So, in January 1960, we undertook this lecture series for the
first time. It was designed specifically for medical research per-
S DllWI ill aer1slj)aCe industry, for professors in medical schools,
and for .selcctcd laymen, including nlenlbl'iws of the press who were
assiilned tc, report on space technology and riiunn-ations. Besides,
A is addressed to non-medical administrators. both nilitary and
civilian. who are active in the management of lBioastronautics pro-
grains.
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In my opinion, the lectures have shown themselves to be
a valuable way to widen the knowledge of recent progress in the
human aspects of space flight. Their success amply justifies
our effort to extend this knowledge beyond the boundaries of Air
Force Medicine.

Our invariable objective in the course is to expiore the
areas of greatest interest and importance at the time it is given.
As you would expect, there have been substantial changes in the
content of the lectures over t.-the past three years. From a
generalized picture of the space medium and its medical effects,
the progression has been toward specific operational problems
and goals.

Three years ago, we gave much of our attention to the
biophysics of the aerospace environment, and to celestial bodies
including the sun, the nearer planets, and the moon. A good
part of the program dealt with basic studies of radiation, of
acceleration forces, propulsion systems, the composition and
control of cabin atmospheres, and surveys of the space programs
then projected or under way.

Much of this material now has become so well known that
it can be taken for granted. Instead, this year we concentrate
to a large extent on actual medical conditions encountered in
space flight activities at this time - for example, in selecting
astronauts. in monitoring their performance, or in weighing
the data obtained from manned test vehicles, such as the X-15
and the two suborbital mercury capsules which were sent aloft
over the Atlantic in 1961.

We are now embarked on a definite program to place a
party of American astronauts on the moon beforc the end of
this decade, and perhaps as early as 1967. So a considerable
pxrtion of the current lecture series is devoted to lunar problems.
They include specific medical effectu.- which can bc expected during
the flight and the landing, conditions on the surface of the muon,
and tentative exl)erimental results to be obtained by the expedition.

One of the major paradoxes of our time has been brought
about by the rapid progress of recent years in science and techno-
logy. A vast amount of new and vitai kluowledge about matter and
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its behavior has been uncovered. But the products of research
are so numerous and so scattered that they pose a formidable
problem simply !o assemble and digest those which are relevant
to one's own work.

The Lectures in Aerospace Medicine are an attempt to deal
with this problem in one field of science and technology. They
offer an important advantage over the many scientific meetings
which are scheduled nowadays in that the material is collected
bv research speciaiists and reduced to an o ,rderly presei-itatiun
once a year.

The School of Aerospace Medicine is able to perform this
service because Bi is a teaching facility as well as a research
institdte. We carry on this activity anyway for our Air Force
medical officers and technicians. So it is with added satisfaction
that we offer the same material to others, like yourselves, who
have a similar need for this kind of knowledge.

The entire staff of the Aerospace Medical Division joins
me in making you welcome here at Brooks. We are glad to
have you with us, and we hope that you will gain as much
benefit from the course as we derive by presenting it.
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HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF ASTRONAUTICS

By

Colonel Paul A. Campbell, USAF, MC

Colonel Campbell is a member of the Advanced Studies Group. Aero-
space Medical Division. He earned his Sc. B. at the University of
Chic' ago and his M. D. at Rush Medical College of the University of
Chicago. lie has had post-graduate medicine at the University of
Vienna. He holds membership in numerous professional societies.
Ho is certified by the American Board of Otolaryngology and American
Doard of Preventive Medicine (Aviation Medicine). He is a Fellow of
the American Medical Association, Aerospace Medical Association,
American Astronautical Society, and British Interplanetary Society.
1e is rated a Chief Flight Surgeon.

Plresented at the Lectures ini Aerospace Mudicine
Held 8-12 January 1962

School of Acero acc Medicine



HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF ASTRONAUTICS*

By

Colonel Paul A. Campbell, USAF, MC

Soon an era of expanded science and technology will culminate
in rather commonplace space travel. Thus, it is extremely interest-
ing to study the diverse roots which have nurtured the developments
and which, in turn, have made such an event porsible. The roots dip
their tendrils into many disciplines. Each and every student of the
history of astronautics will undoubtedly have his own idea of the roots,
their courses, and the greatness of their contribution. Mine are en-
compassed in Figure 1. 'the top root is that of the contributions of
astronomy and related subjects which have formed the background tor
astronautics. The second root has to do with the communicators;
those who through one medium or another, in one way or another,
communicated ideas, research and philosophy, or just encouragement
to others. The third root encompasses the science and technology of
rocketry, whose reaction principle and capability of carrying its own
oxidizer gave man, for the first time, a vehicle effective above the
atmosphere and capable of travel in the vacuum of space. The fourth
rout is that of aeronautics, and the fifth, that of medicine, biology,
and related subjects which have been extended through aviation med-
icine into space medicine.

Let us begin with the line of which astronomy has been the
m:ajor cuntributor. The mytholugy of all the peoples of the Earth
contain references to the heavenly bodies whose nightly splendor
they held in awc--either worshiping the celestial bodies or fearing
.them. The Babylonians gave their Moon Goddess the lovely name
of Cvnthla Irom which our word Sin has derived. Thlt cereal growers
of the Earth: Babylonia, Egypt, China, Japan; the Inqad, Maya and
Aztec pupulations--all recognized the existence of a correlation bc-
tween the nightly parade of the constellations with growing seasons,
flloding of rivers, etc. The annual parade of the constellatiuns
gave them a calendar" in the heavens; tile changes in the Moon, their
.. lle of month, and them nioicmcnt of the Sun, their time of day. The
calendars which have sprung up wth each of the early civilizations
reflect these changes. If the movemnents of the constellationls could
predict the evtnts of the Earth so, tot, they reasoned, could they
predict the events of man. Thus, the astroluger canie into being,
lurnishing his predictions and hoping he was right. In the early days
the astronomer was the handmaiden (A1 fle astrologer, lurnishing the
(L-ta from whic-h the astrologer's predio(lions 0'r fabricaLtions co.,uld
be fashitunud.from whole cloth.

"t'hew cont-nts of this papier refl.ct the jpffsona1 views 0l the-

aut hur and are net to be construed as a statemlent ul ofilcial United
s-Lte, Air Force policy.
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About the year 540 B. C. a Babylonian exchange student was
instrumental in founding a school of astronomy on the Greek island
of Cos. Here the so-called Saros, a cycle of 223 lunations requiring
a period of 18 years and 11 days, during which the moon returns al-
most precisely to its same plact in the heavens, was determined.
The knowledge of this cycle made eclipse predictions possible and
began the demonstration of Nature's orderliness--the backdrop from
which the laws of Nature began to emerge.

Pythagoras of Samos '540 B. C.) during his travels to Egypt
and the East, learned much to bring back to 1iis fellow star.-gazers.
Aristarchos of Samos proposed that the Sun was the center of a
planetary system wnich revolved aroand it--a true belief, which
was lost through the Dark Ages until Copernicus revived it many,
many centuries later. Aristarchos was .llow-ed by a succession
of the greats: Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, Ytolemaeus, Aristotle,
and Plato. One can tell who is really great by locking at the names
of lunar landmarks. Each of these has his iiame firmly engraved
an-llthe map) of the Mooll.

Let us look at a fcw ol the Greats Uf the time and point it)
tUicu r c uJlatciLautItlj•w = -

. .. --.---- -- - -.. .- -TILE GREEKS

Circa 600 13. C. " Anaxrnaaddec •pecific;d thit.-ta tLu.bu a -
-sp~here.• . . . . .- ...... .. . -...... ...-- ÷. .

Circa 250 13. C. The Greek, Eratostheucs, measured the
civcunlc.trence of. the Earth to be 24, 647 miles- -an error of some 1.

Circa 150 B.C." :lipparchus mieasured the distance to the
Moon as 33 EIairth diLamtta- 4 .w, crr-r c pussitly 3 Eaxth. _diawctcrs.

Now let us turn to the early Coullillnicators, as Shown ill the
SCC0116 rootlet, who began to think of voyages whichl might take them
awav firoan their mundane drudgery up) to celestial bodies, furnish-
aig adve,,ture, new cxperiences, and possibly a butter life. ThC
ancient legends of almost all )OUJA)CS whose early hiISory IS ini any
way docuine.nted contained thie seeds of the cle')Ij s ol space flight.
The legends then gave way to travelogue ilythi)logy.

In the . e'atr 160 A. D. L'Ucian Of _SiuLlib(Sta Wr'Ot(e what Was 1 rci-
.Wibl, t0hk firs nol on ail xt-at-rs vtria- v'eyagiý. In his book, "Vera
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Historia," a ship was flung up by a waterspout and arrived on the Moon
7 days and 7 nights thereafter. In a second book by the same author
titled, "Icaromenippus," the hero planned his navigation very carefully
after mach study of the stars. He took off in a vehicle propelled by the
wing of an eagle and one of a vulture. Mount Olympus was the point of
take-off. He reached the Moon and then used it- as a station in space to
stage from, reaching Heaven on the third day. He then got into trouble
with the immortals, was taken back to. Earth and stripped of his wings,
so he could not participate in further cosmic events.

Mixing astronomy with sciece-.liction probably began with
Plutarch when he wrote his book, "De Facie in Orbe Lunae," trans-
lated, "On the Face that Can he Seen in the Orb of the Moon." Plutarch
knew the Moon to be a solid "ody and, according to his treatise, was
inhabited by the souls of the dead.

Now came a gap of. fourteen centuries in which, so far as can
be determined, no great book such as that of Lucian or Plutarch had
been written. The era of enlightmeut was at hand. Columbus had
just performed the greatest feat of serendipity of all times--he had
accidentally discovered the backside of the Earth. Now occurred the
great astronomical revolution led by Copernicus* with his book, "On
the Revolutions of Celestial Orbs." written in 1543; Kepler's treatise,
"OOn the Motion of Mars, " 1609; and Galileo's, "Messenger of the
Stars," appearing in 1610. These men were true astronomers and
astrophysicists, and they had the means of communicating their lkow-
ledge, as the printing press was in being and in operation. **
Copernicus described the revolution of the planets around the sun in
what he thought to be circular orbits. Kepler, using the data of Tycho

...-. rahe, his preceptor, then dcmnunstrated the courses to be ellipses,
and Galileo with his newly fabricated telescope, the "optick" tube,

veinioilstrated the planets to be. bodies possibly not unlike the Earth.
-Old astronomy became new astronomy with this famous group. Of
.Keler's famous laws, the first stated that planets travel around the
sun in ellipses win Ow. sun as one focus. His second law set forth
that the radius v.ctor swept ecjual areas in equal times thus explain-
izv' some of the basic physics and mathematics of orbits. His third
law dealt vith distance and time relationships. Thestse were the laws

ý"Cu4ljeijug- had been trained as a physician and was court

phy.slcian for a petric1d.
o(A E'ollotc!i The j)ri'itiflg J)I'tSS wilh ,loUfl ,1)1(2 type apl)earcd il

Germany circa 1450.
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of the movements of satellites and hold for the movements of man-
made satellites, as well as natural ones. He, in fact, was the first
to use the term satellite.

Arthur Koestler points out an interesting bit of side information.
Kepler was a bear for mathematical accuracy and to prevent any doubt
about his origin he furnished the following information in his horoscope:
He was conceived on 16 May 1571 at 4:37 A. M. and was born 27 December,
immaturely, after a pregnancy lasting 224 days, 9 hours, and 53 min-
utes. He was not so accurate about some other matters, as lie himself
spelled his name five different ways.

Kepler's great book of fact and fantasy the "Somnium," is
another example of the place of science-fiction in progress toward
manned space flight and one of the great factors which has led us to
the point at which we have arrived today--that of preparing a man to
orbit the earth. The Somnium was well known to the later-day science-
fiction writers including Jules Verne and H. G. Wells. The title of the
book, when translated, is "The Dream," and uses a dream theme to
convey new knowledge and concepts which could complicate his already
troubled life, were they to be identified as Kepler's* studies. Much of
the book is mnasked autoliography. It purposely did not appear in print
until foul years after Kepler's death, but several of his contemporaries

_iilparciitly had read it in manuscript form several years before his
-ddath. Persecution was the lot of those who sought to tell any truth
which might' run counter to the dognma remaining as a carry-over from

- the Dark Ages into the dawn of the era of enlightment. Copernicus,
-Kepler and Galileo were persecuted throughout much of their lives.

.-Like the Greeks, they often resorted to the dialogue--double talk if
.--yo)u please, to get their ideas across but protecting the first person.

Many books and much new lkowledge followed. Godwin, Cyran.u
-dc Bergerac,** Bernard de Fonteriello, Voltaire, Swedenborg, and
-ithers wrote on the subject. These and many others, brought the liter-
ature- -much of it sheer fantasy, but often prophetic--up to the time of
Jules VQrne, whose books, "From the Earth to the Moon," and,, "Around
the Moun, " written 96 years ago, excited the imagination of the people,
of the earth. This strange union of science and f.iction is of especial in-
.texst Lu us here and now.

*Keple•, wrote a friend concerning "Somunium." "Mv book will
be useful to emigrants and pilgrims as a guide book to the Moon."

.**Cyrano de Bergerac was first to nention the use of rocket pro-
julsiton for space voyage, using a box with several rockets attached.
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In Verne's books the Civil War had just been concluded; ballistics
as a science had matured. Verne, a Frenchman who had never visited
America, felt only the Americans had enough money for the multimillion
dollar project. He knew that because of the ecliptic the take-off place
hiad to be beneath the 28th parallel. This narrowed the activities of the
site selection board down to Texas and Florida. Oil had not been as yet
discovered in Texas, and Florida through power. politics won.

Jules Verne's man-carrying projectile took off from Florida
27 degrees 7' N. Lat. and 82 degrees 7' W. Long. This places the
point in the area of Tampa, as the crow flies, only 120 miles from Cape
Canaveral. Ardan--his hero, wit, conve'-sationalist, and bon vivant--
was probably the French newspaperman Nadar, with his name spelled
more or less in reverse. Nadar, to add a little more confusion, was
born Tournachon and under that name took the first aerial photographs.
He had been educated as a physician. Whatever he was, his Inowledge
of physiology was good and he must have been very helpful to Verne.
The monitoring station was Lung's Peak, Colorado; the telescope a
reflector of about 204 inches. The monitor, himself, was from Cam-
bridge Observatory.

The oxygen requirement for their capsule containing three men,

- according to their calculations, was 2400 liters per day, to be produced
.- ýby 28 pounds per cdty of potassium chlorate. Caustic potash was used

- .•--" to remove carbon dioxide. To test their life-support system one of the
* prUspective astronauts was sealed in the newiy fabricated cabin for a

7-day dry run--remember Airman Farrell! Jules Verne's subject
...... was unable to contact tile outside in any way due to the thickness of tile

walls. This was isolation. On exit at the end of the 7th day the only
physical change was, and I quote, "He had grown fat." So also had

1-Airman Farrel(3 pounds). Of interest was the arrangement for shock
--absorption during take-off and landing. It consisted of a series of water
celis with collapsible partitions, - Their positioning was on their sides.
This was all pretty good 96 years ago.

Organizations for study of. mammed space flight came into being
in the early part of the twentieth century and were both sounding boards
and spring boards for novel ideas. The organizations include, among
others: tile Verein. fur ltaumschiffahr t of Germany, ftunded in 1927;

, . ,- The American hiterplanetary Society, founded in 1930; and the British
hILtcrplanetary Society, founded in 1933. The space effort owes a
great dcbt of gratitude to these groups as they kept alive--at times in
spite of ridicule--the basic concepts in which they believed, and in
"most cases did not hesitate to pour sufficient fuel on the flames to keep
the pot boiling--sometimes with an e~q)losive v'iolence.
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Many, many bits and pieces of knowledge had now accumulated
in many arts and sciences to make space fliglht possible. Sir Isaac
Newton (1642-1727) had extended the concepts of Copernicus. Kepler.
and Galiieo. He had set f,)rth his law of universal gravitation, and
his reaction principle had pointed to the possibility of traveling through
empty space b)v means of rockets.

So, let us have a look at the development of rocketry. * The
Chinese had fireworks, probably before the birth of Chr ist. Rockets
used as fire arrows were chronicled in the 13th Century A. D. (1232).
Around the year 1500 A. D. , according to the Chinese, an official
named Wan-lioo, fastened two kites to a saddle arrangement and then
placed 47 large ppwder rockets around various strategic points. lie
then positioned himself and the rockets were ignited according to a
prearranged signal. After they were ignited the official disappeared
in a blas, of fire and smoke, never to be seen again. The Chinese
have missed a famous "first" here, as he may have been the first
man in orbit, and may still be there.

Rockets appeared in and out of history, utilized mostly for
amiusenient and weapons. As we all remember, our National Anthem

-- was written by tir "rockets red glare." New impetus, however,
cane l from the experiments of the now famou's Dr. Robert Goddard.
-lwo waa born in 1882.

Now begins an interesting era as far as a background for
space flight is concerned. It involved three men, although there
were other "greats" at the time. These men were Dr. Rober,t
Gudcdard, who has just been mentioned; Konstantin Eduardovich
Tsiolkwskii of Russia; and Hlerniann Oberth of Roumanian-Gerrman-
T'ransylvanian extraction. In my estimation these three men, collec-

* tively. did for the mechanics of space flight, all Copernicus, Kepler,
... aWd (;aGiltO had done for celestial mechanics. None of the three

atppeared to have known of tlc wo-k of the others until about 1922.

Th secfy S d to have worked independently. The only co mmon de-
nonuinator I can find is that they were all avid readers of -Jules Verne.
L.ach Inade great contributions, but the magnitude of the contributions
tiavt, been acknowledged only in retrospect, as several years elapsed

,-,aca bcorc thc :n.pllcatiuns of the work widely grasped.

SWebster' s L i('tiunMary says the term Rocket came f rom the -

halian "'r uce'hetta" which, in turn, was derived from "rocca, " a
Teutonic distaft whicih it -resembled.
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Tsiolkovskii and Oberth were theoreticians wille Goddard was
an experimental physicist--the only one of the three actually producing
experimental data. Tsiolkovskii was probably the first of the group.
but his work on the theoretical possibilities of space flight lay buried*
until Oberth's work was kitown. Tsiolkovskii's work was then repub-
lished. Oberth's work, 'The Rocket in Interplanetary Space." set
forth a feasible plan for space flight. This was enlarged upon in
his later work. He had an excellent understanding of almost all the
problems, including those of physiological and psychological nature.
His works had great influence on the group of young German scientists
who formed the rocket experimental group. first at Reinickendort and
later at Peenemunde, the well known German Rocket Center.

Dr. Robert H. Goddard became Professor of Physics and
Director of the Physical Laboratories of Clark University in 1919.
His great book, "A Method of Reaching Extreme Altitudes," was
written in the same year. lie was destined to be the father of mod.-
ern rocketry, although he, too, was recognized mostly in retrospect.
His motor and guidance mechanism used liquid propellant, a gyro
stabilizer, and movable exhaust vanes- -all inovations of the tine.

Now we must turn back a little to pick up the progress o[ the
astrologers and the a struLiomelrs, as our vehicle for space flight was
now approaching the final stage of development. Orbital and escape
velocities were well knlown. The propellants and the vehicles were
on the horizon. It now required an art or a scienice to utilize the
eo: sting vehicle spent of most of its encrgy, other than kinetic, that
it might move off into other orbits, following the laws of celestial
mechanics. So let us niow br.'ing up the n.am1e of- Hohmann.

Dr. Walter Hlohmann, City Architect ol Essen-on--the-Iltuhr,
wrote another poor seller, a contemporary ,of ObOrth's book, entitled,

"- "The Attainability of the Celestial Bodies. " Evcii in Gurtai, i under-
-stand, it is pretty rugged reatding. However., he ,:cu•ej sed:

IPart I Departure F>31; the Earth

Part II Return t; Earth)

*Oberth could nut read Russian. according to Willie Lev,

p. 112. Prof. Goddard could not read Russian eithei, so far as ca.In
be determined. Willie Lcy cites some interesting history ul the era
in his spiendid b',ok. "Rockets, Missiles and Spae', Travl ." pul! i shod
by the Vikn llrukss.
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Part II- Free Coasting in Space

Part IV Circular Orbits Around Other
Celestial Bodies

Part V Landing on Other Celestial Bodies

He demonstrated, mathematically, that energy requirements
for travel from one planet to another could be held at a minimum if
advantage was taken of the rotation of the earth for launch, rotation
of the planets about the sun resulting in optimal position distance-wise
and attraction between the bodies for bending flight paths, etc.

As energy for space flight is certainly one of the most impor-
tant limitations of manned space travel, his calculations have been
extremely important, especially from the standpoint of logistics.

Now let us consider the fourth root--that of aeronautics. In
1638 John Wilkins, one of the founders of the Royal Society of England
and, incidentally, Cromwell's brother-in-law, wrote an excellent book,
"Discovery of a New World in the Moon." Ile described four methods
of flight: first, by spirits or angels, second, by help of fowl; third,
by wings fastened immediately to the body; and fourth, by a flying
chariot. For our purposes we might pass over the first three and
get directly to the flying chariot idea--but an unsuspected device, the
balloon, entered the picture here affd took precedence over the flying
chariot itn the introduction of aeronautics. Balloons of a sort have
been mentioned since the time of Charlemagne and the early eras of
Chinese culture; however, from a practical point of view the art and
sciences began with the Montgolfier brothers, Joseph (1749-1810) and
Jacques (1745-1799), when they wondered what would happen if they
captured a cloud iii a bag. Their inquisitiveness led them first to
hydrogen. They wished to use a paper bag but found that paper was
permeable to hydrogen. Then they decided to try smoke. Their
balloon first ascended over Annonay, France, June 5, 1783; however,
the first manned flight awaited Jene-Francois Pilatre de Rozier (1756-
1785) a surgeon and apothecary, a "truant" of Aesculapius, on October
151 1783. His first ascent was in a captive balloon. He was also the
first martyr to aeronautics, as he died when his hydrogen balloon ex-
ploded on an attempt to cross the English Channel in the reverse
direction of Dr. John Jeffries and Blanchard, June i5, 1785.

The sky now was full of errant doctors. Dr. Edward Jenner
(1749-1823). future discoverer of vaccination, constructed the first
balloon in Gloucester-shire, England. Leonhard Euler (1707-1783)
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of Basle, student of medicine, and later the great mathematician; Dr.
James Tytler (circa 1747-1805); Dr. George Fordyce (1736-1802) and
a Dr. Black, about whom little is known, were among these.

The art and science of balloon flights continued along the path
of history well known to most of us. We will speak of just two more
events here, both of which are important in the development of astron-
autics. The first was the Anderson and Stevens* balloon flight in
Explorer II, Nov. 11, 1935, to an altitude of 72, 395 feet, during which
they studied cosmic rays, electrical conductivity of the atmosphere,
vertical distribution Qt ozone, composition of the stratosphere, bright-
ness of the sun, earth, and sky, and microorganisms in the atmosphere.

The second was that of our Lt Col David Simons, who on August
19 and 20, 1957 soared for 32 hours and 10 minutes, suspended from a
3, 000, 000 cu. ft. balloon. The maximum altitude reached was 101, 516
feet. He studied human reactions in the closed capsule, cosmic radia-
tion, horizon and sky luminance, physiological factors, night visibility,
astronomical visibility, etc. His work is well klown to all of us.

The history of aviation, beginning with the flight of the Wright
Brothers in 1903, is well known to all of us and, consequently, needs
no mention at this time.

The final root of our sequence is that of medicine and physiology,
with its extensions into Aviation and Space Medicine. ThIc basic struc-
ture,, was built firmly on the foundation afforded by numerous physicians
and scientists who were cross-trained in physiology, biology, physics,
astronomy, and engineering, and who I have mentioned in the preced-
ing pages. We thus must add to the list of "greats," the name of
P.aul Bert (1833-1886), who studied the reactions of the aeronauts,
Croce-Spinelli and Sivel, in a low pressure (altitude) chamber, and
later the records of their ill-fated flight with Tissandier. We must
wention the chemist, Charles, as well as the physicists, Gay-Lussac

and Humbolt. These and many others bring us to our own time. Only
one more daring than I would delve into this history.

bi conclusion, one must point out that the magic date recurring
through mythology. science, and space fiction for man's first visit to
celestial objects has been in the neighborhood of the year 2000 A. D.
Most of us, who are optimists, feel that date will be moved up by
several years.

Anon. "The National Gecyraphic Society, U.S. Army Air Corps
Stratosphere Flight of 1935 in the Balloon, Explorer I." Nationual Gco-
graphic Society, Washington, D. C. , 1936.
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OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE AT THE LAUNCH SITE*

By

Colonel Raymond A. Yerg, USAF, MC

Gentlemen, it is a pleasure for me to be here this morning
to speak on the occupational health problems at the launch site. I
think it is appropriate to consider some of tile problems which face
the operators of the missile systems, because much of the success
of manned space flight depends on the individuals who are operating
the ground launch equipment.

In the operational situation, the Industrial Hygiene Engineer,
the Flight Surgeon and Occupational Medicine Officer formed a team
to investigate some of the occupational health problems in the missile
complex. A program was established based on the missile systems.
The fundamental systems are the propellant and guidance systems,
with the hydraulic, electrical and ordnance sub-systems, (Figure 1).
The occupational health problems were then related to these funda-
mnental systems. It is within these general areas that I wish to spcak
during the next few minutes.

Thu first probl.em I would like to discuss is that of propellant
lox."(ity. (Figure 2). The fuels with which we are concerned are
liquid hydrogen, the hydrazine family, which is principally used in
the stourablh configuration, and the straight chain hydrocarbon I'RP-1.
S Therc arC some interesting things about this figure which are not
completely listed. The mnaximum allowable concuntrations are `n a
very low order of magaitude of 0. 5 to 1 l)alrt per million in the storable
piropltlants. However, we have also been concerned with the acute
exposure levels. Recently, the N;'tional Research Council esiabliished
these figurus. 50 parts pLr million UDMH1 can be tolerated for a
periud of five minutes, 35 pair rls can be tolerated for 15 minutes, 20
parts for 30 minutes alld 10 parts for 60 minutes. We are right now
in the proccss of doing diffusiom suidies at Cape Cana x'eral and testing
tile prop)ellant transfer syste.lms for tle Titan Hi system, but these
results are nut yet available.

The p)rincipal thing of intereist, as far as the rest of the
figutC16, iS c01oCcerne'd. ()ther than the Sym)t )mit lology, With whicl you
a1rt: all familiar, is the medical cvaluatiun pro()gr~am. Since I i.s

"* The c :~nt ents of this paper rIf]Lctt thfe pclismIIIl ,Jc-',s of the
a ihlnhr aid a-t- rio to bto cirist rued-a s a stateLment of ullicial Un4ite'd
Žtriat, V Air t->.r - policy.
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figure has been made, an evaluation of individuals who have partici-
pated in the handling of these propellants at Cape Canaveral has been
made. Some 1900 evaluations have been done during the past three
years and there has been no evidence of any toxic effects on these
individuals in their normal working environment, using the standard
protective equipment and safety proceduies. We no longer do a
complete evaluation every six months on these individuals. But,
rather after having had a baseline evaluation, they are given further
examinations only if there has been evidence of some acute exposure.

The same general situation applies with regard to the oxidizers.
(Figure 3). Red fuming nitric acid and nitrogen tetroxide, both having
their maximum allowable concentrations based on N02. Acute ex-
posure levels have also been established for these compounds in some-
what lesser amounts, but still allowing individuals to perform a task
if the operational situation demands. With regard to the medical
evaluation, we are not doing any complete evaluations at periodic
intervals any longer at Cape Canaveral, but only when there has been
evidence of some acute exposure.

Now, P like to show a few figures to iildicate where these
particular propellants are used, in what kind of system. This is a
Thor (Figimre 4), a single stage, liquid oxygen, lP-1 propelled missile.
"These same propellants are used in the TitanI system - liquid oxygen
and N,--1. (Figure 5) Thils is a photograph of Titan I coming out of
its silo, Titan I is a two-stage missile. L is a forerunner of Titan
11 which is essentially the same configuration except that it has the
same diamcter throughout its entire length. Titan £1 produces about

430, 000 pounds of thrust at sea level versus Titan I, which is about
360. 000-380, 000 pounds. Titan II uses storable propellants; nitroguen
tetroxide for the oxidizer and 50-50 mixture of 'hydazine and UDMtII;
the oxidizer and nitrogen tetroxide (N2 C4 ). Titan UI1 is the booster
vehicle for the Dyna -Soar space program which the Air Force is
spolnsoring at this time. (Figure 6). The next figure is a photograph
of the Agena vehicle (Figure 7) which uses unsymmetrical dcimethyl
hvdrazine and red fuming nitric acid. The beauty of this vehicle is
that it has a "start" and "stop" capability in space which is considered
to be uiie of the primary factors-; as far' as the rendezvous technique is
concerned. When it is mounted on a booster, :t tas this sort of a
configuration. (Figure 8). We have here the Agena vehicle, nuated
to an Atlas. which is the basic coonfiguration for this program.

Naw. just a few words about liquid hydrogen because it is
oinet of our most significant fuels in the liquid area as tar as our ,space
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program is concerned, and as I understand, is one of the fundamental
ones on which our whole program is based. Liquid hydrogen is kept
at -423 degrees F, which is very close to the absolute zero point as
noted on the figure. (Figure 9). It is odorless and I think the slide
produces some information which is of significance and interest to you.

Specific impulse is defined as the amount of thrust per pound
second of flow. You can see that there is a considerable difference in
the specific impulse of LOX and RP-1 versus LOX and liquid hydrogen.
This is what makes it such a desirable fuel for space flight.

The safety rules-in the handling of all of these propellants are
quite similar although principally this slide relates to liquid hydrogen.
(Pigure 10). There is a requirement for :chemical sensors of a portable
type as well as fixed types. Alarm systems must be located in launch
control centers and around fuel areas to protect individuals in the event
that there is an accidental spill. There is another interesting thing
about liquid hydrogen. Those of you who have had experience with
liquid oxygen or liquid nitrogen know that you can pour it from one con-
tainer to another. However, liquid hydrogen will gasify before yoe can
actually pour it from one container into another, and this is one of the
tthinigs that creates a principal hazard, naimely explosion.

IFrom a protective equipment standpoint, workers generally
use thesc kiids of things in the handling of propellants. (Figure II).

With re(gard to the storable propellants, there is an additional
requirement in that individuals must be completely protected from

_head to foot and have an individual air supply. The Martin Company
luas designed a very interesting suit which they call a SCAPE suit
(Sell Conltained Atmosplieric Breathing Ensemble). It contains a

§... liquid air supply which not only provides air to the opcrato..__Ml it
also pri mides a cloiling capability.

It has a 30 minute total supply and when the liquid air reaches
a level of 15 minutes, a red light flashes inside of tie helmet to indicate
the reniainuzg time.

To put the propulsion systems together in a space vehicle for
a muon ilight, this figure (Figure 12) shows an artist's conception of
SATURN C- 1. which was recently launched from Cape Canaveral wil h
a cluster of eight rocket engines producing about 1 1 2 million pKounds
of thrust. Actually. the new engine which is being developed is a single
1 1,2 .million p iund thrust engine. A cluster of four of thL.se will p)r'o-
duce 6.000,000 poaunds of thrust. This is a liquid oxygen U1P-I system,.
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Mated to it could be a Titan 11 using the nitrogen tetroxide and the
aerozine 50 storable propellant configuration. And, mounted on top -

of that is the liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen configuration to give the
space vehicle its final boost.

In the area of radiation I will confine my remarks to those
radiation problems which may be encountered in the actual operational
configuration. (Figure 13). We are concerned with the re-entry vehicle
and any radioactive material it may contain. The "Broken Arrow" defi-
nition is the capability of the Air Force to cope with peacetime nuclear
accidents.

Aboard the re-entry vehicle may be a battery containing a
gamma emiiting radioisotope. Finally, within the airframe of the
Titan, there is a thorium magnesium alloy which is a weak alpha
emitter and could cause difficulty when it is involved in fi.te or flame.

Within the launch control center of the Atlas, there is an auto-
matic programming and checkout unit which is an electronic computer
systom to check out all of the missile sysLems. In performing this

_- task, therc are a series of plasticcards which are inserted. To
...... -eliinate the stati: electricity, there is a polonium 210.bar in the

-::nelminae UIs shon ntheý pricitýture.FigueI hsbri uj
,.mi•iiahine as shown on the picture. (Figure 14). This bar is subject

"to chipping or fk Wittetiaande Cotl. al source of alpha contami ion.

Wathin the Guidance Control Center, thereware two types of
. zadta:tnproblemd.- (Figure 15). The microwave radiation from th.•
-yaaar antenna and x-trays from the ground electronic systeCs. Most
of vonare familiar with [lie experiencdthe General Electric Company

luId WhereCil' individuals received rather large doses of radiation work-
ing artound thece tubes while they 'were ijnpruporly. shielded.

Another area of concer'n is that of industrinal radiography.
(Figure 1.6). All of the missile systems operate under high pressures
"ofi 6 - 8, 000 pounds per square inch to move the propellants rapidly
through transfer systems and to insure that the fuel is brought to tie
-ngires in prnpler quantities as needed. With the solid propellant
culatiý-urations there is concern a-ca4)lt tho integrity of the casing, etc.

This figureV (Figure 17) presents the general medical problems
o0 mionitouring and surveillance in tcrims of distance, time and shielding,
and also SuI' cy instrunmentation, monitoring and medical evaluation.

I- V.ould like to say a lew words about the noise hazards in
missile operItions. \Vithin the Atlas system there is a unit called
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the hydraulic servicing unit. This unit located at the launch pad is
used to check out the hydraulic system. The hydraulic system is one
of the systems for giving the missile guidance and control, as it con-
trols the movement of the engines in flight.

The individual who operates this equipment is exposed to noise
levels of between 104 and 108 decibels. (Figure 18). The operation
may be prolonged over a period of several hours. The operator must
be in communication with the Launch Control Officer and Maintenance
Officer in the Launch Control Center. Thus, he, must perform his
tasks and also must commnunicate and be understood. I think you can
*see the potential of an individual not performing his task properly after
a period of time in this kind of an environment if he does not have proper
protective equipment.

Another area where noise problems of considerable intensity
--- are encountered is in the powerhouses. This is a photo of the Titan

powerhouse at Vandenberg. (Figure 19). When it is in operation, the
generators produce in the order of magnitude of 115 decibels, These
are overall sound pressure lyels. They have not been Subjected

- ompnletely to octave band analysis, but .even so, I think the problem
.: js evident there as far as the worker is concerned. The man may be

in this environment for a long period of time, depending upon the
minsion requireenients.

In the under-g )und cnvironment . where these powerhouses are
lo('ia cd in some of the operational conlfigurations, this could be a more
- ecrious pIroblem. But, I have not had 4iy ('xpCericC'e with it myself.

SMedical evaluation df the nois& haizards arc as listed on this
Jlc"tg.. .. (l-igurc 20).

WC are concerned, too, with soic o( the noise J)'Orblt-IlS that
may. lbe ,iLl'tc~luttd ee.l, the sO larrge boostervs, as tar as the civilian .Coill-
inuuitIf:.- a1eC conce'rncd WVith the Saturn launch last lonlth, IIth. thrust
w 1 1il th t Ol-i'L (A o h .lliltL d(e Of ! . 5 millio l Jotiiids and Ihft iamxinitn
dciclbe.l lceI,1 a1)oUt 100 feeI l l'ont the nitissil e .1s it w II as iii its V relIcl

wceln'tl t 'a i lV j ii; this arca. At tile closest area vwh'r tin' cc
We'r' .anyV plp 1 c. ti su lc'.:el mterst plT 'akS d at about 120 decihels
.tnd rai),n lv It•'l ,.'I I Mostly, the sounl d le C "tis are III thef low," lre(A I qUvl'iiis
anld (4) 1!tt 't.'U , I'E('Stit a lol'1n) clhll at this ti-Ille with thatillI na.gnitudc

of U Lr":L. iieAt,•:V l'. 5!(11 l4'S ar. (.(ji IuLm,- in lhi-, t'A.,

Suck tccl. in•n iz1id, iduals to operate misssile sVstems see-s natheril,:r

U0I. leU.s and tIAi- i;i rcic_' (tFigure 21) (jutlinus the basic- r r'iii ,. .i s.
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.• -the national significance of our-space programs increase, the require-
ments for highly selected operators incrfease.

In this final group of figures it is my purpose to illustrate the
accident experience at a missile test center. The data clearly depict

* IA that there are no essential differences in the accident experience at
- : a missile site than in any industrial operation. While specifically

related to the period May 59 - April 60, recent data-confirm the same
trends.

The first figure is this series shows the working population
and percent of accidents (Figure 22). Next, a comparison between
missile and industrial accidents in general to show the general simi-
larity (Figure 23). The next three figures compare experience between
missile operations personnel and missile support pcrsonnel in terms
of accident type (Figure 24). injury type (Figure 25), and body parts
involved (Figure 26). As you can see, there are no significant
differences in these two groups.

. " _R:. . -
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PHYS ICAL

IKZPROPERTIES
Z)ROGTRANSPARENT ODORLESS LIQUID

Boiling Point -423 F
Freezing " -435F note
Specific Gravity 0.07 ABSOLUTE ZERO - 459

BP ofHe -452
Specif ic impulse 450 lb thrust per lb /sec flow

.Lox & RP1 =350.
Ignition Temp HO0OF

Figure 9

F-b. 1(J -6
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Accident Type
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short periods of time and gradual ambulation. This permits re-
education of the anti-g reflexes which provides for normal distribution
of blood flow. If-an individual exists in a weightless environment for
a prolonged period of time, reflex control would deteriorate and loss
of circulatory adaptation to changes in g force stimulation would occur.
To a lesser extent the same can be said for inhabitation of planets of
gravitational fields smaller than that of Planet Earth.

Three practical applications may be immediately deduced from
these observat4-ons. First, in the event that it becomes necessary to
provide space craft with an artificial g environment for travel to a dis-
tant planet, it is pointless to increase the artificial gravitational field
above the level to be encountered at the target planet. Ini case of travel
to the Moon, which has a gravitational field of one-sixth g force, it
would be unnecessary to consider establishing a gravitational field
within the vehicle in excess of one-sixth g force. The second point is
that the gradual ambulation of clinical patients noted during convales-
cence, which is in essence a re-education of anti-g reflexes, estab-
lishes the point that reflex control of the circulatory system can be
obtained through a gradual process of education or training. Improve-
ment of adaptation of circulatory reflexes is feasible. The third
application of some importance is that after a person has been exposed
to prolonged periods of decreased g force, return to Planet Earth will
affect the circulatorv s';stem siniilarlv to the way assuming the upright
posture affects one after prolonged periods of bed rest. It may be
assumed that the circulatory system will be less capable of adapting
to changges in the amount of g force applied to it and adverse circulatory
responses would more likely be encountered during return to Earth
than on departure from Earth.

Increased g force may markedly affect the cardiac rhythm.
Various stresses which increase cardiac work initiate a sympathetic
acceleration phase of cardiovascular adaptation. During increased
g load there is a marked increase in heart rate; with its cessation,
marked slowing of the heart may occur. This may be thought of as a
vagal rebound period during which vagar activity is dominant. The
changes in heart rates beforfe and after stress are indications of the
circulatory system's reflex adaptability to stress. We have studied
this problem by emploving tilt table procedures. Subjects are first
placed on the tilt table in the horizontal position. Following this they
are subjected to orthostatic stresses followed by maximum breath-
holding, and hyperventilation followed by maximum breathholding.
These relatively minor stresses have frequently shown dramatic dis-
turbances in cardiovascular dynamics both in terms of vasodepressor
reactions and cardioinhibitory responses. These responses with the
subject feet down usually result in syncopal episodes (Figure.2).
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Following the period of stresses in.the orthostatic position the subject
is tilted head down at an angle of 45 degrees. This change in position
represents a change from plus 1 g to minus 0.7 g force. In the head-
down position a redistribution of blood occurs. It would be expected
that the blood pressure to the brain would be in excess of the blood
pressure occurring at heart level. Peripheral signs of increased dis-
tribution of blood to the head can be noted by skin color and venous
engorgement. As soon as the subject is tilted to the head-down posi-
tion a precipitous drop in heart rate is often observed. This is
usually accompanied by various cardiac arrhythmias including sinus
arrest with idioventricular rhythm and short bursts of atrial tachy-
cardia (Figures 3, 4. 5). The most common arrhythmia noted is
simple sinus bradycardia with atrial premature contractions. The
initial pi'ecipitous drop in heart rate is short in duration after which
1he heart rate is increased but usually remains at a lower rate than
c!hserved on the baseline determination before the entire procedure
';e~an. As soon as the subject is tilted feet down again there is most
.... an immediate return to increased heart rate. Although the dis-
,mr-ances in cardiac rhythm associated with relatively small g forces
are striking, in no instance have we noted episodes of loss of conscious-
.ess induced by such mechanisms. This is just the opporite of the
observations made in subjects feet down in whom responses of thiis
migznitude arc frequently associated with syncope. This points up the
imlhortance of considering :ie entire picture of the circulatory response
",nd the importance of the amount of blood flow to the brain.

"I'hese studies have considerable bearing on the changes in
'ardiac rhythm which might be -expected during space flight. Initially,

during the launching phase increased g forces will be applied. This,
in combination with other facto,-s. will result in a marked sympathetic
acceleration phase with increased heart rate. Once orbital velocity •
is reached, weightlessness will occur and g stress will cease. At
this point relative cardiac slowing should be expected. The stage is
set for the vagotonic rebound phase. In evaluating rhythms noted dur-
ing weightlessness, one should take cognizance of the point that rather
striking arrhythmias may not be of major significance if cerebral
blood flow is maintained. It seems reasonable to assume that indivi-
duals whose circulatory system can readily adapt to chanting stresses
without marked changes in cardiac rhythm would have better circula-
tory reflex adaptability during space flight.

During cardioinhibitory responses, if an active ectopic
pacemaker is present in the heart. ectopic arrhythmias may occur.
During transitory sinus arrest after an episode of atrial tachvcardia.
fremuent bursts of ventricular tachvcardia are not uncommon. It
would seem reasonable that individuals who have an active ectopic

-. ... **~
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pacemaker would be more likely to develop a significant ectopic arrhy-
thmia in spaceflight in the presence of a cardioinhibitory response.

,.....A- nii-nber bf arrthythnuias-noted durfirg-,stre-sse-teting_ •-••vr•ai•a
subjects do not induce adverse reactions. By combinations of stress-
testing with the tilt table and breathing maneuvers we have frequently
noted intermittant A-V dissociation and change of the primary pace-
makerfrom the sinus node to an atrial location. These minor changes
in cardiac rhythm may occur without significant alteration in cardio-
vascular dynamics. They occur commonly in the absence of any
.significant underlying heart disease. Failure to recognize this point
can easily result in overemphasis of the significance of such a finding
while monitoring a space flight and result in abortion of an otherwise
successful venture.

The electrocardiogram is a useful tool in monitoring, indivi-
duals during stress studies and will be utilized as a monitoring lool
during space flights. This requires a critical analysis of the I Ype
of information-which may be gained with electrocardio"gr1aphic nio-
itoring. It is infallible in demonstrating changes iln cardiac vale and
changes in cardiac rhythm. However, not all catrdiac arirhy hmials
have an ominous significance and inahy are, in fact, inconsequendiml
when the total picture of circulatory dynamics is considered. hI
addition to detecting changes in cardiac rhythni, the electrocardic,-
graml is usd clinically to determine myocardial ischeimia a:id cl•nuwnen
in MY"U:i rdi:1l ftinction. Care should 1)e taken in mnakinig such infl!rpre
tallions, howekver, becau1se changes in the ocfi ccrocardiogram (if'l niln i
subhjects ofteln -mimic the changes characteristic of mnyouiarlia] sc'thernia.
The must coinniln lrrttr is overemphasis of the. illmljputikice (Af cla'igcs
ill ST sc.ill"nt s 'iid T waves in inclividuals exposed to vi Pious b •11in
stress. T wave, chanige., arc nut analogous to ivLyocurdial ischil'niia,
nivocWardiil injury, or a host of other oniinou.s-solitlding tersiii. It has
been r epeiatedly ,elelmnslt rat ed that T wax'e changes t eI rr'qutnl] x(.'i--
c(c t uinic ed with Sutlch i Sill)1' pr, r dceureo s as st andil- Ii]) . Tl, J> ivm ' 11 ]y ri

N'it itch n''
,iiI hv ici'v'ilit�tihd l )11 (i'iý'ýurt' Gi). Thii; ll ,t'.•> it iit ;llr F illlp1.M.'1iM~ I k)
:issuiii{ thiatI ST itullnu'lt ndll. T wa\v r'aiI cs Iuit'c! tit riiic, ! h -s1 -es ,is

reiai( 222(ý ()"n Vld 1

' ,l l ' St I ', A I.. t1.t , , j.id IS, I ill')I
,S. W- I,,' '.V 'I : - !''t % -"iL 'ri:.' 11 st. S1,2: 'z" I; '.'- II ' U'i I . i', r,• "I 2-LI ur'
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-. can be sed in monitoring pOCe cetectio-o car'ac-

"-arrhythmias~and changQin cardiac rate' with certain..
to detect changes in.cardiac position, but not withaany degree of
Or, Lawrencjo-et-~~ E.snc Lambonryi

47• re••o:,•.,,.,.!o........liabil ity: to• det:ec iia-t.•w p.r e~sence e,of. coronary insuffi.ciency, -. .--:. ,:.• :•.•+•:..:

Study of iadividuals during stress procedures requires
specialized techniques, To obtain records which are relatively
free from artifact, we utilize a screen wire electrode encased in
a rubber ring. {,The rubber ring is filled with electrode- past1e and".
the wire-screen does not contact the skin (Figure 7). Using elec-
tronic filters to eliminate signals with a frequency of greater -than.,
50 cycles per second diminishes artifacts caused by skeletal muscle
activity since the latter are more often high frequency dvents. The
quality of the records can be appreciably improved by exercising "
care in choice of electrode sites. The mnost stable location,-is the
upper 1vortion of the sternum tor"one electrode and .the lower portion.
of the sternum for another., There is relatively little underlying
skeletal muscle. at these sites. A high degree ofreliability can be
achieved with such a lead using specialized electrodes'. Use of an
electrode over the sternum and another directly over the vertebral
column 'of the back is reasonably satisfactory (Figure 0). ,Another
choice for lead sites is to place one electrode on th6 head, on either
th,e forehead or the ear, and another electrode over -the bony promin-
ence of '.the sac.rum. Another lead may be formed by placitng one
electrode in thr, left midaxillary region (Figure 10). This l ad is
lessý4tal:e than the previously mentipned ones, parttcul•l"y1 if the
individcu41l is engaged in walking activity such as observed duri,.ng,
t readmiYl cxdrtiun. When subjects are relaitvbly immobile--it.,the
recumbei4t position o- not swinging the arms--such ai lead is noure
sat isfa ctow y. " .. . . .: -,."

Suin \Vithinlthe laboratory, better i'e~cords may be obtained1byy
, using telelit ,ry methods. We have utilized miniature transmitters
.seated on"a:helinet (Figure..l). These are coiine<ted to the electrodes
plac•mil zt various locations.on the body. The signals are transmitted
to it aurby antlinna and passed thtofigh electronic filtcrs (Figure 12).
These. ii turn, may be recorded on inagnieti(. tape, ordinary stripj
r'c'r dt."'s. o, t rasin s itted directly to,. ,scilloscope recording for visual

lBioitii lct.t ca (111 (I' satil V t ral.snfiiitt ,d utilii / g t. l.n (?i ,rv
[ti(I lot Is. ()1o it is rLrcCivc.l I'I 'nt vel [ l it m yiv be Itratsmitit(1(d
cli ic'"r h ridi( w i' teile(lIb.m:. .'(,fll.thiX'i tiO<%. We hax e (iI t isi rattEd
ihat. uutr:•rw strc'ss-tvbloig]. '.Al' (.811 K',iUil .ignals 1lw tlern(ellld lcv +toln"

itct1c l .rs an1(1d A,''-,, 1 1, X;l laiiv I eit1l]h{1i]I (Fiturc 1 ). 'l'he iriforiai-
1i ),iJn i ('I-Zn IJ 1t t 1 i t' t il, ',i~ii ½1iJ ','I IiI ihV' t ,F Iii'tr I r'lo•:jj +,n-u o y th ell
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be relayed to a distant location and recorded there. The records ob-
tained prior to transmission by telephone and after transmission by
telephone are identical. A simiflar miechanismn can be used with
ordinary radio type transmission. This means that it is entirely poss-
ible to monitor the cardiovascular systemn during orbital space flight
in a moure or less continuous manner, utilizing a commn'unications
systemi that -forwards all biological data to a central location.

To summarize, this presentation has extended the, application
of g forces to special considerations which are expected to be en-
countered in space flight and space, habitation. I have further attempt-
ed to demonstrate a laboratory approach to studying the adaptability
of circulatory reflexes to typ~es of stresses similar to those which
canl be expected during aerospace flight. The inipori~ant implications
of reflex control in relationship to g force has been emiphasized, par-
ticularly in reference to prolonged weightless states or habitation on
other ph net s. Thel( necessity of' evaltiating cardiac( arrhyt hnia s in
relationship to) blh od volumei~ di st Ci but~ion has been1 jioil jtd Up 1o inl-
iticale thflu ccrlalively stvikiwn2, airrhythmiinis are not wec-;sarjIly ha rmtllil
IIftn5 lcell sle'~('Mteoi tHIM Olie51)( sold~ ho cutious, in (iverml-premtifig

*~ ~ II( thup-nifitr'le we (1 ST glci and T wave changes ircO eddun igi
41.11I res- eI-C Ui I'll SI( Wice as Ippo)scd to ST segnieloi and T wav('etin oe"."S-

ill('Llerl-d ill tHe uISual Cl inucal ([11ii otituetit Alethods- of sti~vinfr in-
di Vid(UaI isd iP ~eS •101115 uti li~zitg spec inIi zed eq!Jiplii'ni h-t V

* tu~~een 0~(10511 ((1 and)~ hriiIef ('onn~flCel Stid havel made~l conc1e 1,11 I'p hel
Uwiti/ntini) ol icoittratl mi~l~lI~ilen~tiollS ru110i10d of trnIIISIiittil(IboglOlgieiil
oatia "O(hi caIi hia1~ othtainewl dili. 1 spare flighiat 'lid ijo ri ulg silnO ss-
tet rs Ii ,2
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Figure 3 Sinus tachycardia, rate 120 55l 4
per minute, changes to Sinus v . i

bradycardia, rate 35 perM
minute, after a head-down tilt. :;
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Figureý 6 Twenty- year-o01( aviationi cadet . (A) lRecumbent. (13) Breatl hhold(i iig
recumben1)(1t. (C) Tilted feet down ont tilt table. (D)) lBreatltloldling
whlile, tiltedC feýet dJown. (Et) IlyperIVeitlilal itil (IL11illg tilt.
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Particulate radiations to be encountered in the regions beyond
the earth's atmosphere have been studied most extensively in terms of
the general characteristics they exhibit when they, or their secondaries,
reach the surface or lower atmosphere of the earth. These studies,
since their first discovery prior to 1911, involving attempts to approach
the origin of these rays by ascent of the Eiffel tower, and by means of
increasingly higher altitude balloon flights, and more recently the data
from earth satellite and deep space probes, have given us some inf or-
mation which allows at least a preliminary description of the types -of
cosmic radiations. Excluding any consideration of electromagnetic
radiations such as may be present in space, this discussion will deal
with the category commonly termed primary cosmic radiation. The
description of the effects of these radiations will combine limited
data from exposure of biological materials to cosmic radiations and
to particulate radiations from man-controlled sources.

I. Particulate Cosmic Radiation

It is practical. and in agreement with present viewpoints, to
consider cosmic radiation to arise from two major sources. The
first source, or grouping, of th'ese radiations includes those which
originate outside our solar system. They are designated galactic
cosmic radiation, without specifying their origin within or beyond
our own galaxy. The second"source. or group. includes those radia-
tions which originate or arise from outr sun. These are designated
solar cosmic rays, solar flare radiations, or solar winds.

a. Galactic cosmic radiations. Cosmic radiation of galactic
origin is oimni-directional. or isotropic, as observed from the earth.
The intensity measured on the earth varies, and this variation exhibits
a fairly regular periodicity of about eleven years. which is considered
to be the effect of the nngnetic activity of the sun-environment associ-
ated with its approximate eleven-year sun spot cycle. Additionally,
the observed levels of the heavier primary rays reaching the earth
varies markedly with latitude, and this effect is the result of the
earth's magnetic field forces. For example, penetration tothe earth's
surface by a charged particle from space requires approximately 15
billion electron volts (bey) per nucleon at the equatorial plane and
about 6 bev to enter and reach to 50 degrees latitude.

"The contents of this paper reflect the personal views of the
author and are not to be construed as a statement of official Uaitci
States Air Force policy.
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Beyond theý effect of the, sun- magnetism the-original- galactic ~ :
Scosmi~c rays are thougftt. to be'distributed fair y.homogenog~sly, through-

outc spacewtlca perturbations._likely, in regions of influence from
*magnetic. I ield,.. The, c1sttny glc,.cpppnjir, ra~ys is..of,%t~he,

saeo~dr ~h~~sli~ ~or1_kAown tniverse The ata of
Brown and Wlnckler have been compiled by Tobias and Wallace (1)
:-as shown in Table L.

TABLE I

Abundance of Chemicals in.Universe and Cosmic Ray

Atomic -No. Element Atoms. per Relative Abundance
Name 10 Hydrogens -in Cosmic Rays

I Hydrogen 10-0,000 100. 000
2 .Heliun7,0 15,500

3-75 Li, Be, B. .- 0. 1 240
6 Carbon 23 .20

7Nitrogen 46 2 00 ý? ~.-' 1200
*8Oxygen 63 260

10 Neon 2.6-7.0 .30

12 Magnesium 2.5 .40
14 . Silicon 2.9 30
26 Iron 5 30

Z~ 10 30 400
Z- 30 not listed 2.7 100;

Althoughi diffecrences in magnitude. are present, the inference -is
that galactic cosmic rays consist essentially of representative elements
of our universe, having been ionized, and accelerated to tremendous
speeds. When the element composition of cosmic rays is compared to
the elements present in our suin, the marked differences indicate that
most of ouir r-elati % ely constant cosmic radiation has its origini in
regions of space far beyond our sun.

The study of the eniergy diStributionl of the various particles
shows So me similarity ~4 the spectrum. which ha-s f e rn o h
melchan Iis anl 11d niode of' or'igina arcceicratioin of the: particles. The
observed datai tend to fatvor' t hose t heorie's inl which rosinic raiys are
ace eluirated ini larige bundles '4f phi sniai u r inw shock wav-es, rather

(11,11 thet man rS ed inl electr-ical accelerators. The lower energy
lim nit oif th lel`' ()It rg p(te iio !alactic c osmice rays Seeims to be
ab(' ut 100 in I 11lo l eel ronol volts (Mev ). The upper.] limit of electronl
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.conttibution to the flux'of primary -coSmic rays is of thehorder of- --
"1%, and-the contribution of x- or gamma-rays to:the total flux above

-: -the atmosphere is somewhat less than 0. 1%.

.. .-.- :" b -c Thse d category of particulate
"radiations to be c nsidered includes those of solar .origin.' This emis-

--sion of particles particularly from areas of observed sunspot activity
.".:' has been considered one of the main radiatiq.problems-of manned

flight in space near the solar system. --

Between 1942 and 196.0 ther.e have .be fi-ve events i- which
marked increases in neutron fluxes were moasuredat the surface of
"the earth in various locations. These neutrons,, not found in original ,,

- cosmic rays, are totally produced as the result of secondary reactions
produced in the air by the charged incident primary particles, and it

"is now established that-these sudden increases in cosmic ray counting .

rate are correlated directly with solar flare incideace.

Solar flares are. large chromospheric eruptions on the surface
of the sun which may best be, observed by. the light of the hydrogen alpha
line with a spectrohelioscope. Seen this way, an intense flare is one
pf thenmost fascinating and dynamic events within our sight. Large
flares, perhaps one billion square miles in extent--imilar to a sun-
spot area-consist of complex patterns of "white hot" filaments,
suddenly blazing up to ten times normal brilliance in hydrogen light.
They reach maxdimum intensity five or ten minutes after first appearance,
and then, decay or subside somewhat more slowly over the pext couple.
of houl,. Smaller flares are composed of bright patches, usually lack-
ing the filamentous structures. Flares occur in conjunction with sun-
'spots, being most frequent in the central regions of the groups, and
"less so at increasing distances, so that they are rarely seen more
thaq 1Q.0, 000 km distant from a sunspot (3).

Although the occurrence of a flare is as yet quite unpredic-
table the chances of one occurring are much greater with some types
of sunspots than others. Flares are classified on a visual scale of
importance, from class 1 (smallest) to class 3 (largest), plus a
higher class 3! category which is reserved for those of e.xceptional
arca and intcn'sitv. Table Ii, taken from Il.lisim (3), lisis solmc of
the (haracteristics of solar flares of the different classes.
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TABLE IL.-

Flare . Arega R 'e Average
Class5 . .. .... nths ofDuration,

_......-sun's "hemisphere): (in.)
-1 100-300 .- 17
2 300-750 29

---3 750-1200 62
" 3+ P.00 180

Flares not only emit light, they also send forth great quanti-.
ties of particulate matter and energy from the sun. When the flare
is brightest, great streamers of material, more intense than
prominences, are seen leaving the chromosphere with: velocities of
up to 500 km/sec (310 mi/sec). Some recorded movements-are even
at almot twice this speed.

Having identified and reviewed the two categories of.particu-
late space radiation, let us compare the calculated and expected
dose rates of radiation. " Based on balloon and Pioneer V data, it
appears that background galactic radiation in space may correspond
to appro'ximately (I millirep/hr (1)). In the Van Allen belts, according
to Schaefer (4), travel periods of about one hour would expose an
astronaut to about 5 " for each passage trip. At three to four earth
radii, "the 'geomagnetic effects are'somewhat minimized and the
ambient gýalactic radiation amounts to about 25 millirep/day, or
9. 5 rep/yr. (1). The magnitude of the problem in the reach of a solar
flare may be realized when calculatio-s of the radiation to which an
unshielded man would have been exjposed.iin a 31 flare as occurred on
10 May 1959 reveal an exposure dose in-the order of 1500 rep (1).

"I1. Effects

The 'tadiation effects which are noted in most interactions of
ionizing radiations with matter are those which result from the trans-
fer of energy from the incident radiation to the matter traversed. This
may sound simple, but the difficulty lies in describing the transfer ()f
energy froi the radiation to the system in which the effect is to be
ol)St,1'C'ed and Illa iq sured.

The ratio of the biologic dose to the energy absorbed per gram)
1, (o'ves the co•vxe rsion known as relative biologic eff ect iveness, and
this relation has been studied and rep)rt ed extensively. This ratio is
varijale. and depends partially. at leaast oi a) typf ofI radiation,
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'l)radiation -energy,- c) nd and dere of bk~oicdleff ects, d) type
'>,of blolgi ma -iae) dose distribution total, time rate,: and intervals.,,

P, f) ther factors suich.'as temperature, oxygen;- -etc.

'ExRcesi a, tin'1tcýýl e -'hane
sve. eXPd~su' h* 4'r ya ation ca altin er

suich .'as nausea,. vomiting, diarrhea, and fatigue, and higher dbes to the
entirep bod ca rd death within days or wqeks. .

Z'-The -radiation 'effects f rom single-extpogure raiain'to esential -
the total body of a biologjcad _system seem to fall into a pattern thal

can be- called an acute radiation syndromne. This. pattern is essentially
similar for various species of animals, although individual sp e ci es
show characteristic modifications which are a function of their own,
physiology. -. In man and the primate a very definite pattern of radiation-
injury symptomatology occurs after a' certain level of i'adiat ion dosage.
ýis delivered to the .entire body in a siiigle of~short-term exposure'. This
acute radiation syndrome has been described adequately in the literature'
and is believed to be. effective mainly a1t dose levels above 200 'r total-
body radiation.

Under 200 r total-body radiation a very smnall percentage of
individuals exposed will show any effectof radiation, and these effects
will usually be mild and transitory. At dose levels above 200 r,th.
severity of the radiation effect increases, and a greater percentage of
the individuals is involved until, finally, on a biostatistical basis, a
radiation dosage can be reached at which a~ll individuals can be expect-
edl to show changes. Some of these changes will produce death if the
doses are high enough and the number of individuals exposed is large
enough. Death may he the p~redominant result at very high doses.
These changes are categorized in Table III., --

TAB3LE I-1y'7*

Acutd effects, Total-body Radiation

2 200 r No clinical significance
.300-60 itO r eniat opoictic. depr ession and depi eli on
500 r L-D 50'600- 900 r' Gastro)intestinal forml 411 (uledth

-1000 r C. N. S. (death: Incapac it :tti( 'i

'Ihest- liais dscribud with rolorenco 1() an1 admiiirstratioii
(11 ~',1 S inI( duISC() ul'i'diatiuii t)f varyving le.vels ()f (Posf :iiiiouiit, are,
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fairly well established. Hiowever, if the total d~ose admidi~steted is
given over a period of time extending ýover two or thr~e'edays instead
ofa si ngle dosage- exposure, the, expected effect may be diminished

:X'f -thQ pattprn described -by-,asA§ýuchlaStf-r-om .25 to M. per ben
-. Som~e ob tm efet bevdiy be reduced to even a greater degree.

The radiation effect pattern or -syndrome shows rather marked individ
ual variation. It has been noted that the psychic effect of observing

h others exposed t~o the same radiation dose, such -as has occurred in
- .certain human population exposures, is also effective in incteasing the

-ýdb-s v~d effect in some individuals..

The effects of radiation may be fairly prompt or may be de-
layed by weeks, months-, or even years. -Classic- examples of lat e

-- effects of radiation have ,been reported repeatedly. Usually they are
assoctated Wvith clegenerative.6hajiges in the tissue substance which
Culminate in failure of certain orgzkjl systems. The degeneration
may be su~ch that it allows the onset of an Qtherwise mild infecti.on to
become serious and even overwhelming. Oth~er late effects miay
result in formnation of tumors, alteration of 1ff-r,, spani, leukemia, and
effects such as cataract formation in the lens of thace eye, pigmient

*chang-e, hair- color change, mnd the like.

The evaluation of ming-term effects or delayed effects of radia-
tion is extr emely difficult because of the requiremncit of observing
Sign1ifi cant nlumbers of iindiv iduals over a sufficiently long period of
timec and because of the niecessity of having sufficient control of the
I)Ol~ulatiOll samplIe followed to assure that the effects noted are due
to radiationi r'aher than to other environmental factors. Since thle-
effects nioted arc es~senltially similar, except inl inicidenice., to those

-hIc nrally m1ay occur in the population observed, it sometimes

*is difficult to. tiiasure accurately thc. exact effect of radiation ini the
produ~ct ii m of 41 'r ,iil''ec (5).

The applicatioi()Oof this kii w1 edge, or lac-k of spec'i fic details
of the effects, to the biologic signlifiCane-c Of cosmic radiationi is
pa -ci rulaclv , JiffIC Llt a111d s4iI)JCO t(I Much ilt _Tn) rtationI Genewra 11y,
the radiationl obsýelwed Or Liwiasui'ed hY each 5jpcci tic met hod rarelyv
rlipriýsent 5 01rcr thanl a minute port in ()f the whole r-adiation spectrumi

1111 litt(Ittxit. pr c jl na iv cisiiIc iitluks toriiiiiiittc h¾ a fairly

ht1rinlI11:l(Iu Is known- as a 1:111~.Flefa n recnito ("111(11 (ocU -
renlkt, iý- the !II, 1tul~lt im !1 h'1 - priniarlt with) whaht-ver
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encounteirs, to, becoxi a ulitude of secondary ra.dia~tions, each
with its own characteristic. range and rate' of f urther. ionizat ion fb

J4e radixataons-.eioounetordot.uI-n. h'ac 11"
--nt of. the primary c' 8ine c-tgi adsn~chitte't5OuefrV-.

the range of travel, and density -of ionization'produced in material
46 which the radiation is transferring its energy.

>-The depth to which -p~imiiIar .y atie I na be eet d t o

penetr'te, when expressed in gm/cm2 is nea9rly the same in-air,
ti~sgue, aftduminum. -.Wheni a heavy prim-ary- terminates by thin-
dowii, it pirduces a characteristic microbeam of radiation pattern.
As' the particle slows to termination, the rate of trapsfer of energy
hincreases, until just before termiri~tion, -it reaches a sudden ioni-za-

Ktion ljiak. Table IV is .an itdqatiao aaj iiqj_6

TAI3LEJ

Residual Rmang e Relative Eniergry Loss ini Thousands
iniiTissue InI gml/em(11 2  of Ioni Pairs/Microni Tissue___

1.0 7. 5
.0.8 .8.0

0.6 9.0
0.4 . 10
0.2 15
0. 1 20
0.05 40
0.02 60
0.01 .* ¾75

Secondcary radiations produced by cLollisions of ml~liallres
* (star-s) and interactionis \vitli absorbing mateuial (showers, and sedonl

daric s) art' otainily comp~josed of a) protons and nleutrlOns plus 1))
me sons, anid C) electr-omai'gnetic (X- ) raýdiationi. The lieuticonls anld
1p'(i()I oiision! lone inI their 1pathis ((I c'ollide Willi other abobe ucle.i,

* )Fi'hLic inl new (I~'a CSCa,(1( ': of tile threeL i1O(I 5ll of secojidaLW- 'osm~ic r'iadia-
tiojl15. Th'e( rate at whic1'h thuse( scc' daric-i is form ed is i-Clated to
thr :; ~~~' clnsutv li-ld I.wilCg'y ie'luii(4i ('iii1r(te-is'icst . aoi(I this
kniowledgec is IIeCeS.'arI InIoIn thl' JWi(06h1(OW (4 of jlhg The

mI u IlntlU Si '' ,niuri(41i Ta~l h 1 . 7).
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TABLE,- X ',

4" Energy~ag p <''. Rdaio vens.ý

10-300 rnev Spallation,, fission, nuclear
excitation followed by

300 mev - I ev Mesons, etc.~

I bv Mesos6t1ectrtzn-.V.,cascades,

" 10 bey Buildup of secondaries.

FronM.-the previous general discussion, specific situations .,
-arising from exposure to'cosmic radiations which'nmay be of -biologic2conccrn ~include a) critical-biologic volumes whe Ire local da inagq
produced may be effective over greater ranges of volume or time, 1j)
volumes of cells of critical control, unable to be regenerated or- repair-
ed if damiaged,' c) contribution to delayed effects.

Many specific changes as results of direct primary or secondlary
cosmnic radiation hiave been reported; some hiave some correlation with
dose or location of p~article routes; other have negative correlation with
similar factors. To date, no certain histologic delineation or 'outlining
of a primary track has beeni m-adle.

ThQ ipossibilit y that a chiange in p~erformance capability or be-
hlavior may be expected as the re.sult of the reactioni of a p~rimary cosmric
1)aL'ticle onl the individual has been mentioned in conniection with this
radiation ofi-a''critical volume. " No present data'establishi the probabil-
ity of such a major crisis as the result of primary cosmic rafliation,
but~it is impossible to state that this type of event cannot occur. How-
ever, ha sed onl the experiecie of radiation Of all portions of the body
inl therapeuti1c me)dicine, it appears unl iIely, that a ma ~oi' physiological
01' j)sy IN )lmgi(a ti interrupt ion of functionl as the result of at singrle series
of ionliZ.tiOnl eVents could occur. Teevaluationi of fthe exact hazarid
muLst lawlt aV ailabilitY inl 01u1 lah()ratories (11 1pa cijeles of mass and

on 'c' nlxica~1et.. prilmaiii ct)-iii( radial iinto., ind niarkudly ill-
pCii d t(eChniquj~C a of c2Xp cci al'iita 1 ruldia t i i locatimn anid mewasuremlent.

1i 1!, &'VIULIct I1()l r Om JIFi- OI pcSC von ( (ill that the' ." e i Mation1
4) the 11u,1ii1 azrd ti) hioltugical tisstn- depenids (il 1many1 variables.

Tina sti at it'l i' nubt alsf Ill Ilnade in t hq'liis of he up-i- at m requil'e-
llnt ult t1hel( CXIc ,I' t it)r Oil th radimat toil.
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-Con~sidex'ng present -kn4owlede ti esn.~.t suggest
that a dose of 25 gd. be permitted per operational space missioný,:wt

.~~.... 25 rad.t ~b~e.,rs~gved.a..n nad(ioia~mrexyco f r 'er~r:r in

orbta,-.n ua. iegxn rdaions~k io'nteritsity ni unpre ib ed, solar
flare. The estimation of the delayed eff ects of such suggested doses
contains mq~ch unc-ertainty,- but probably no more than exists in'the
combinations of 'vehicle reliability i~n.launch,., navigation,., and return.
The estimates cops~iderectto.be reasonable aziepreseiited in-Table V! (7).

TABLE VI

Radiation, Dose vs .Biologic Effect

. . Year? 10,

~', 4 Rad: 50 95 13 2O0.-.

Leukemia 3x 6x ": _9x 12x
Longeivity ?1 1-2 yr
Sterility 0. 0 0 ?
Cata.racts 0 .0 0 0
Genetics. 2x 3x UI 5x

Mihe biologric effect of radiationi is no ýsingle, effec't, 110 is t Ae( effect
* .specific for7 radiationi. Similar effqcts can be p~rodceuCd by.4other agents

or comlbiiwLaionis of agen~ts. Also, the biologic effect observed inl any
._one findiv-idual is peculiar to that inldiVidtlal bothi in degree and time re-
>sose The degree of hiazard mlust be evaluated not only ijit ow

righIt, hut ini comparison with othier hazards that are also inv'olved il
th if Lc~ iiiLuatiuu and, in the operational requirements.

The viewpoinit of persons conceriied -wi~th control and interpreta-
tioni of radiation eXp)osure must be based on). Udbic.JiOl, exprric-ni'e, and
u11(lelstaii(Iiillg. Radtiationm List hI)( .ons.ideCred! essentiially as an additional
laIC-1or of ha7.a rd ill one's life', 011 tIC goIal.Q~d in t te a tillOspjwro P or ill
spare.(. 11V itself, rýdiation iS 110t tUIL limlitinlg tfactOi to humanl pa etic ipa-
lionl ill ])rogros (8).
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- II, P~jYSIOL10G;C NgC9SSrITIS IN Sfl4ULATED LUN4 1

....... Blly E. Welch Ph. D.

The primary purpose of including man n a spacemssion'is to - ,
utilize man's full and unique capabilities toward successful m-sion

complefion.-This means, therefore, that the, man portion of thQ space
missý.on must be at maximum effective performance consistent with . ...
the mission profile. To, insure that man will be at maximum effective- •---,

A ness, it'is necessary to satisfy the various physiologic requirements
that man places on the space yehitle system. -These physiologic, ro- -
quirements are not necessarily unique to space operations and, for-
*this discussion, will be classified somewhat arbitrarily into atmospheric
and metabolic requirements.' This paper will be divided. intatwo' parts;

... Jhe first consisting of a brief, discussion of!!the physiologic necessities
A.id the second consisting of data collected during , simulator
experim ents. • . , b - ...... .....

"PART I

ATMOSPHERIC REQUIREMENTS

The choice. of an atmosphere for a manned space vehicle or
manned space station is of critical importance to the astronaut and is
governed by many considerations, both physiological and engineering
in nature. The first, and, of course, *the most obvious solution to
the problem of atmospheric composition is to provide the space crew
with an atmosphere that duplicates the one that is present on earth.
With the exception of a few notable geographic locations, this is an
atmosphere that is very acceptable to man and one on which most in-
formation is currently available. There are, however, other conditions
that can be considered in fulfilling man's atmospheric requirements,
if necessary, from-the mission profile aspect. Table I shows the
various atmospheric requirements that man places on the space vehicle
along with the maximum range of each parameter that could be consid-
ered for possible use.

Pressure- The maximum range in total pressure is from 760
mim Hg to approximately 187 mm Hg, with the lower pressure limits
being regulated primar~iiy by the need for maintaining alveolar oxygen
levels. At 187 mm Hg and in an atmosphere of pure oxygen, approxi-
nmately 100 mm 1Hg partial pressure of oxygen is maintained in the
alveoli, the remainder of the lung being filled with carbon dioxide and
water vapor.

*The contents of this paper reflect the personal views of the
author and arc not to be construed as a statement of official united
States Air Force policy.
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Teuse of' pressureg.less than 760 mm -gaprnl rides
- om bnd potctioIn (Balke 1959; Marotta and Marbarger, 19 1k i

the -event of decompression (both accidental and 'i 'ntentional). -T~his
'aspect df atmospheric s~election could be of teedu motnej

a mission profile is such-that: the astronaut is required to leave. the
conifines of his spacecraft and perform useful work outside,

Oxygen - The tolerable range in oxygen partial pressure is
- - more restrictive than that for total pressure. The minimum level is,

of course, governed by the need for sufficient partial pressure of oxy-
gen to maintain blood oxygen saturation levels. The upper level appears
to be- a toxicity limit and, according to Luft (1952), this limit is in the
range of 400-425 mm Hg partial pressure. Michel, et al (1960) have
demonstrated this in a group of six men exposed to a total pressure of
523 mm Hg (p02 of 418 mm Hg) for a period of s~eyen days. It is inter-,
esting to note that even t hough the mianifestations of this oxygen toxicity
have been described niaiy times (Becker- Freyseng and Clamiann, 1943;
Con-roe. 1945; and Bean, 1945), the exact mechanism of action remains
to be eIlucidated.

Another aspect of the usC of higher levels (if oxygen (i. e. ,100"X

oxygen at less than toxic p~artial pressures) is the possible occurrence
Of ate-lectasis during bioth static and dynamic sit uations. This has been
reported by Kiocke and Rahin (1960) in experiments where the-absorption
of oxy gell front the lung was inca SUred during breath- holding. Thiellef-
feet of th~is phenomenon on tolerance to acceleoration also has been in-
v('stig~atcl byv lyde (1961) and has been found to decrease "g" toleraice
by it Significant aniount.. -

Carb(_n Dioxide - The partial pressure of carbon dioxide pioses
a ser-ious Prim.;heni to thc saf etyv of the crew and the health of the crew
mem11bers if' allowed to accumulate ini the cabin. The current thinking
is that carbon dio:aide should not be alluwed to exceed 7 toi 8 mm11 Hg
pa;1rt _I I w t s sn c. 'Ihlere has lheci oine long,, duration experiment coinduct -
ed by 1-auco cit d'Newmnan (11953) however, in which1 23 nieCI were ex-
pos)edl to It innii ]I-1,, partial pressur (e f C02 (totalI pressure 760 mmn Hgr)
Ior a pc cold (i '42 days. No dVIc't Ccio C u ffýctS 5were0 not ed. although

111cl-c ~ xkof- t a defiiniteý adaptaition. char-iclcrizod by ; mildrs
~ i I v c ilos sanrd a dec rca sed scnrsit ivit V to higher levels of C02.

Tcrpccaltwor' and Relatniv Hunidi~tY - Any considerat ion (i
Iciui).r.tAot-lo ld io1C1Lud! rr-t ileliuniditv anid kFill' \ ursa , S hive

Iii'~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~I *.'.n.r*,ottIjarartc rI l~al elatod. 151Fficuj(Llarly in
I cril i t.' ph% sI 1l('"2.l( t b'1ance 111 -,tiira a v burll, t I'nrlie ature

* 0-7 t!( r-ý I-- . ad a 'x' h."'1 cn'emo cto u] ol() 60-65 de-"r ees F. i s
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considered desirable. Cbnsideration must be given, h~owever to air
density, clothing, level of activity and time of exposure. Clothing
should be particularly emphasized, due to the impact that poorly

v..• -• iated pressure garments can have -oa.man's effecti-v-uessand-
subsequent tolerance to other stresses.

S•. .M icro-contam inant Levels - The problem of defining per-
"-_,nissible levels of various micro-contaminants in the micro-climate

of a space vehicle is one of the more challenging problems confront-
ing the scientist and engineer today. Guidelines for many couipounds
are available in the form of maximum allowable concentration (MAC)
data. This suffers one large deficiency, however, in that the MAC
assumes a prescribed, intermittent exposure, whereas in the space-
craft, exposure will be on a continual basis. In addition, exposure
in the spacecraft might b6 at pressui'es other than atmospheric and
could 'be complicated by interactions of compounds or, as pointed out

-by Ebersole (1960), by the breakdown of relatively non-toxic 'compounds
into highly toxic ones. The sources of contamination in a spacecraft
are and will be numerous. They include the crew members, -life support
subsystems, waste disposal systems, paints, fires, motors, etc. The
possible sources of contamination are, therefore, many and the utmost
care must be used to insure that micro-contaminants do'not become a
limiting factor in the habitability of the astronaut's ecological system.

METABOLIC REQUIREMENTS

The metabolic requirements of the astronaut also must be
analyzed carefully in order to insure that these requirements can be
adequately satisfied. Table II shows these requirements, which in-
clude energy, oxygen, water and liquid and solid waste management.
The astronaut's energy requirement represents one of the more critical
areas of interest in the study of man in space, since a difference in 300
to 400 kilocalories per day rCquircment can amount to 125 to 150 pounds
of food and oxygen peri man-year.

It might appelar odd to include liquid and solid waste nianagenient
in a g rouping of n eta bo)i requiremenots, but in a scaled cabin, these
lwx) iti'Ins can assume trclmendo)us iniportancc and exert considerable
1 LI.I, lCn oil Lthe atnl osphur r co('otr(;l and conditioning system11.

tPART II

SPACE CABIN SIMULATOI LXEIERlIMENTS

Mi'tho~ds

T 1' S3IlLIlato I .ISid ill Ith ' ('XI)('l'i ii ut S d(2S('2rlbCd
xI-1, W hw tw(-III.tl1 splt(' c'bill 01,11 11as buen de-cl'lhud
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"�"- v ....... ""p '-(W- 1 h 1961). Figure 1 shows a schematic of
o•....: : ..... .. "• : :•- --=.:1•' h'pk, eVious lectures- W elch --- f,

the simulator which is physical-ly located in a: small, insulated room.
This room effectively isolates the simulator from normal ambient
noises- and .en, l~es contact withi the, pý 4~ebers to be., t~
to intercom type communication.

A total of five experiments, each of 17 days duration, will be
"considered. The purpose of these experiments was to examine the

"-influence on man of living at reduced barometric pressure and in
atmosphere predominately consisting of oxygen. A 17-day duration
was selected in:order to provide data collected over. a period of time
that exceeds presently contemplated mission durations, e.g., APOLLO.
Four of the experiments were conducted at a pressure altitude'•f
approximately 190 mm Hg with an oxygen partial pressure of approx-
imately 174 mm Hg. The fifth experiment was !conducted at ground level
pressure and 156 mm Hg partial pressure of oxygen. The complete en-
vironmental data are shown in Table III..

All subjects were volunteers and were current in single engine
jet aircraft. Physical examinations and pre-flight baseline values were
obtained during a two-week period prior to the flight. Post-flight values
were obtained during a one-week period following the experiment. In
addition, the in-flight schedule (Table IV) was arranged in such a manner
that various in-flight physiological measures could be obtained daily, al-
ternating hetween a relatively basal morning and a fasting, resting,
evening sampling for each man.

Food was supplied predominately in the formn of pre-cooked,
dehydrated food. In all flights-but 17-5 (190 mm Hg experiment), the
water supply was obtained by thc,-im-board vacuum distillation pf urine
and cabin atmosphere condensate, hi 17-5, the water supply was distilled

..water.

Solid wastes were either removed from the simulator through
a sniall air lock (17-1, 2and 3) or were stabilized by a vacuum-heat
dehydration process (17-,4 and 5).

Results and Discussion

The 1wit nia r" data riellVoting. the intlluenC (d tll( ati0l spJ)hclr¢.
('onll)1 sit lui( .anid ('(lllillclliclnt .ll the (eTuw l l1(.1 5l- ill" 'a t he t 's;i-Ilight

physi 'al tx;illllllll()Jls ()nlp)al'(( too the pl-,-flighlt rusults aid th(' ili-

Iliht plo nlu(mn.rv functli atai l. In general, the post-flight physi',l
cXA llutiAI(lls have beelln es sentiaalv egw ativ,('. indi(cating littlc ()r JlO)
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"- immediate influence of the atmospheric coml~oSmpin and confinemnt "

: .- in the simulator on the crew.

..... y th. - Phys.calp.erformance ofall-ten subjects asa, group, assessed
by the constant speed, variable angle troadmill tes4 of Balke (1952) was
not affected. by the 17-day confinement as indicated in Figure 2. There
was wide variability to the exercise test with individual responses being
both positive and negative. This result does not agree with previously
reported data from a 30-day experiment (Welch, 1961) nor with the results
reqorted by Graveline and Balke (1960) following a 7-day water immersion
experim~ent. .. . ...... .. . ..

This comparison can be extended to the assessment of the cardio-
vascular system by orthostasis (Figure 3). Orthostatic tolerance was
determined pre and post-experiment by rofkting the subjects from a
horizontal position to a vertical position and measuring blood pressure
,every minute for seven minutes in the vertical or passive standing position.
There appeared to be a slight decrease in pulse pressure following the 17-
day experiments but tolerance to orthostasis was not altered. The slight
drop in pulse pressure definitely was not to the extent reported following
the hypodynamic experiments (4-6 mm Hg pulse pressure).

No oxygen toxicily symptoms per se were noted following the
experiiments conducted at 190 mm Hg and an oxygen partial pressure of
174 mm Hg. X-rays taken 10-50 minutes post-flight were also negative,
although arterial oxygen saturation levels taken immediately following or
preceding the x-ray indicated some physiologic' shunting of blood consis-
tent with but not diagnostic of aielectasis as shownr in Table V. These
values were obtained by pre-breathing each man for 5-10 minutes with
100"o oxygei prior to obtaining thearterial blood sample.

In-flight pulmonary function measurements have not shown any
_ ,. ,'-alteiations that do npt appear to be directly attributable to the effects

of reduced pressure. A brief summary analysis of tidal volume, vital
calpacity and niaximum brealhing cal)acity is shown ill Table VI. The
in-flight results froim• the foulr eXlpriments at altitude are consistent,
showing. when compaared to pre-flight values, an increase in both tidal
v(olulne and maximunm breathing capacity and a decrease in vital capacity.
Duplicatc nicaaurcs oi vital capjcity did not show any significant differ-
one 'cS.

The cah iic ritake data is shown in Table VII. It should be
noted thi Hit lre- c.okd.d, dchydr;'tled hld wa s supplied (o an ad
hlitlni basis in an aMount t(i Plr',vide in excess of 3. 000 Kcali man/day.
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-... * A- The only stipulation placed on food consumption' was -at any package
-. . opened must be consumed in its entirety. Measured caloric intakes

-ranged from 1721 to 2585 Kcal/man/day. with an average intake of 2110
'calman/day.- The per ent-of -the diet composed of carbohydrate.p.

- f-atnd protein was 55. 1%, 31."2% and,13. 7%,respgtively.

Body weight changes were observed in both a positive and
negative direction as measured by a daily calibrated "bathroom-type"
scale. If this body weight change were tissue with a caloric equiva-
lent of 4 Kcal/gm, the measured caloric intakes could be adjusted
(Table VIII).to yield a corrected range in caloric intakes from.1919
to 2851 Kcal/man/day with an average of 2283 Kcal/man/day. Ex-
pressed more definitively in terms of initial body weight, this would
be ,32. 0 Kcal/Kg body weight/man/day. This level of activity could

_be compared to light work as defined by DuBois et al , 1960 (cited
by Buskirk, 1960) in which the peak tasks are approximately five
times the basal level. - -

The relationslip between total body weight change and caloric
intake expressed as Kcal/Kg body weight/man/day is shown in Figure
4 by the x's. The correction of the caloric intake data for weight
change is also shown in Figure 4 (circles). It is apparent that the 4
Kcal/gm correction value was reasonably accurate as indicated by
the vertical relationship of the corrected values.

The water use data are shown in Table IX and averaged 1766
mli/man/day ranging from 2236 to 1322 ml/man/day. The 1766 ml/
man/day was used for drinking (1231 ml/man/day), for food rehydra-
tion (380 ml/man/day) and for personal hygiene (145 ml/man/day).
It should be noted that all water and urine data were obtained by the
test subjects as they recorded the volume, time and use of water
and the volume of urine produced.

Calculated water balance data arc shown in Table X. Water
available to the body including water preformed in food and metabolic
water averaged 1936 mil/man/day. Average daily water output ill
urine and feces was 1030 ml/nman. If the body were in water balance,
this would yield a calculated insensible water loss of 906 mi/man/day.

In all CXl)eriments but 17-5. recycled water form ed approximately
80'" Of the water consumed. No oilvious (diffi('ulti es have beeni noted in
thee OMISL1Ipt)II()1 of this water anld subJeCt aceClp)tallnc has beCle g(JOd.

Sumimary

This d(iscusSlon of man's phy siol(,gic necessities of simulated
lunar f1light should hc considered applic('able to actual space flight
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-- situations. --Undoubtedly, the dynamic aspects of the flight, complete
.. with the various emotional-aspects a.datual.islation from the-mother -
'planet -will alter the picture somewhat,. Th4is possible or probable

.... . - -- . ... alteratign• . however, meansq that.-naV s rquireents should be identi.. -
.iedasclearly as posidble in simulatrs in oe it to--t re er bttei plan for
space flight and to identify the effects of actual flights.
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:TABLE I

-AIP AMSPHERIC REQUIREMENTS IN A'SPA CE VEHI~tE~

Pressure Control -. .176,0487 mrag

---Oxygen Partial Pressure Control . 425-LOQ mm Hg

Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure Control 8-0 mm Hg

Temperaiture Control 75-70degrees F

Relative Humidity Control 6. 0

Micro- Contaminant Control, Non- Toxic

TABLE R

ISN .~ABTAOLIC REQUIREMENTS

IN.ASPA.CE VEHICLE

-. 2.2 ~ Energy

Oxygen Supply.

Water Supply

Liquid and Solid Waste Management
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SUMMARYOF ZNVIAQNMENTAI, CONDITIO94S
V1- 17217-3 17Z4 Z 7175

Total Pregssure _(mm Hg)` -T90 T95 _T91 74-8 19 3

%,,Oxygen Partial Pressure (mm Hg)- 176, 173 173 156 175

Carbon.Dioxide Partial Pressure 3. 0 4. 0 3. 0 1. 2 2. 9
(mmHg

Temperature (degrees _C) 21.4 18.8 20. 8 23.7 21. 8

Relativ Huidity(%) .50 77 55 57 52

TABLE IV

SIMULATOR FLI-GHT SCHEDULE

TIME SCHEDULE I SCHEDULE HI

07_00-0QQW Medical Testing,

0900-1100 Psychomotor

1100-1300 Psychomotor

1300--1500 .Psychomotor

1500-1700 Psychomiotor

1700-1900 Psychomnotor

1900-2100" Mcdical Tcsting

2100-0200 Sleep Psychomon1(tor

0200-0700 Psychomlotor 5 icop)

SUBJECTS ALTERNATE SCHEDULES EVERY 24 HOURS
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* ARTERIAL OXYGEN SATURATION (0/)

hf-ih Sjet Pt0~st

17-1 1*94.9

91.8 88.2

17-3 597.3 100.7

99.9 9.0.1

1774 7.9, 0.

8 97.0 99.0

17-5 9 97.3. 100.0

10 98.4 101.0

*No pre-flight data

TABLE VI

PULMONARY FUNCTION SUMMARY

FIII.Ct i Ol vs P
_____In- Flight

Tidial Volume (7)* 0.01

(1) u

Vital Cap~fcit \ (71) 0. 01

(1) 0.05

Maximium IBreatlhin. Capacit (8) 0. 01

111. [riii paren1theCSiS JjUtiiber U1 SU1Jj Ct.,.
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TABL -,I!

-*AVERAGE DAILY CALORIC INTAKE

Initial Average Average
Weight Daily Intake Daily Intake

Flight Subj ect (Kg) (Kcal) (Kcal/Kg Body Wt)

1711 71.0 1980 27.9

2 66.0 1929 29.2.

17-2 3 68.2 1922 28.2

4 78.5 1957 24.9

17-3 5 74.7 1721 23.0

6 89.8 2050 22.8

17-4 7 59.5 2549: 42.8

* --- 8 75.5 2387 31.6

17-5 9 68.2 2016 29.6

10 65.7 2585 39.3

A VE'l ZA GE 71. 7 2110 29. 9
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AVERAGE DAILY ENERGY REQUIREMENT

Weight Average* Average *
Flight Subject Change Caloric Req-. Caloric Req.

(Kg) (Kcal) (Kcal/Kg)

17-1 1 -0.91 2188 30.8

-2 01966 29.8-

17-2 3 -0. 45 2088 30,6

4 -1.82 2 43 6 31.0

17-3 5 -2.50 2370 31.7

6 -3.18 2851 31.7

17-4 .7 ±1.13 2245 37.7

10.45 2236 29.6

17-5 9 ~ +0. 45 1919 28.1,

10 -0.23 2530 38.5

Average 2283 32.0

* Curr -ect ed fur wighlt ch1angeU. asswiiimg 4 Kcal/g~in ol weightt (Ilaflg(
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TABLE IX

AVERAGE DAILY WATER USE DATA.

Food Pers TotaI

Drink Dehyd. Hyg
Flight Subject (ML) (ML) (M L) (ML)

"17.-1 1 1400 538 127 2065

2 1545 403 136 2084

"17 2 3 872 194 256. 1322

4 1106 187 386 1679

17-3 5 881 437 66 1384

6 1045 388 345 1778

17-4 7 1060 430 0 1490

8 1229 481 22 1732

17-5 9 1466 354 74 1894

10 1710 493 33 2236

Avrag 1231 390 145 1766
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~TABLE X

AV•ERAGE DAILY WATER BALANCE DATA

"Available Excreted Water Balance
to Body* by Body** (Avail-Exc)

Flight Subject (mI) (ml) (ml)

17-i 1 2220 1008 1212

"2 2240 1374 866

"17-2 3 1371 687 684

4 1605 777 828

17-3 5. 1563 854 709

6 1724 769 955

17-4 7 1864 1121 743

8 2055 1211 844

17-5 9 2116 109O 1023

10 2603 1405 1198

Average 1936 1030 906

*hII1Qludt'S liquids Conlsume1d vwt ur added to food, water in food and
water formed byN7 oxi&. ;.

"* Includes wit t r in ii (avurage 960 ml,/man/,dav and lce es (average
'UOnd man (0y).
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Figure 1. Schematic of Simulatur.
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"6ýBiomedical Monitoring" means different ihzngs to different
peppl'e, For the operational situation in space, biomnedical monitor-"ing imph-ips the automatic gathering of quantitative inf ormation relati-ve

to physiological functioning in the intact human or animal in a form
suitable for evaluation; recording, oir storage. The term "phy.siolog-
ical" is used here in its very broadest sense.

Automatic monitoring of physiological parameters relies at
this time heavily on electronic techniques and for this reason has
been with us a relatively short time. Pioneering efforts at biomedical
monitoring were seen in high altitude- balloon flights, both by the United
States Navy and the United States Air Force, and in the cdurse of animal
-:experiments in rockets at Holloman Air Force Ba',e in the early 1950's.
The next few years will see monitoring techniques used on a large scale
in the course of space flight, of flights in high performance vohicles,
and on hospital patients.

The advent of semi-conductors and the relative ease with which
Ininiaturization may be accomplished in circuits employing them ac-
counts only partly for the interest in biomedical monitoring and the
strides-which we have witnessed in the past three years. Sophisticated
schemes for monitoring physiological information in an operational
situation were entirely possible with vacuum tube techniques. The
impetus f'or the recent r':apid progress in monitoring techniques has
been provided by the advent of manned space flight. In what follows
we will concern ourselves largely with biomedical monitoring as it
applies to space fligh~t. .

WHY MONITOR PHYSIOLOGICAL INFORMATION?
Many of the mission profiles Currently 1)uing ('ontemj)latediin

space lend them selves to modification after launch. should an in-flight
emnergen•' v arise. Typical of such profiles ace certain orbital flights
in which as a rI.esult of an in-flight emergency of one. kind or0 molher,
Ir(- olit rv ait other than the sýcheduled time might havu to be contemplated.
Tihe decision Ilrn.ht thell pires'.-nt its f s ' to- . c, 1() ce-entier,-irnin(c(i-
ately and , icccpt as at result rirl(.v( nn '(-a IIot bust suited l or that

* ,11w ý t Aen ltentS )li thIS IMIP',Ir 1 xit.y; 1! ti h,
'Iutii nr d 1'l ai lnut to Mie ('o strued itI -iI (t'i1i( lit ( h• i'ii Unit,(d

Stat'S Air il-• oll( )(d -'v.
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"purpoae, or elSe continue the orbit until such time as recovery could
"" • -be accomplished -under more favorable circumstances. Many typesof emergency calling for such a decision could affect the erivironmen-

<.' •- :".- tal•:, Sysem:.•or evet:tha~rew .direc-tly, •U~e~t~:••tntn•s;•">•"••:• ..

knowledge as to how the crew was tolerating the changed environment
from the physiological point of view might, contribute heavily .tothe

• • operational decision.

.Z 'In the past, many. types of high performance vehicles including
,'v, •research vehicles have.',been lost without a clear knowledge as to the

causeof the catastrophe. In some of these cases incapacitation of.the
crew was suspected. However, the question could not be answered as
to what part, if any, the physiological status of the crew played in the
final result. The-cost and effort in volved in physiological monitoring
is so small compared to the cost of launch for a space mission that
uncertainty asto the physiological status of the. crew inca hostile en-
vironment may no longer be acceptdcifs part o. the op-erational
situation.

In justifying the use of biomedical monitoring as part of the
space mission, the arguments presented above have been used in
the past with few references to fundamental physiological research.
Necessity dictates, howevcr, that biomedical monitoring in earlyI- manned space efforts be used also for purposes of fundamental physio-
logical research and that it be justified partly on that basis. This
necessity stems from the fact that man's physiological tolerance to

! the space environment cannot be determined in the laboratory with
• i the same ease and completeness that.such tolerance could be investi-

gated for atmospheric flight. Man's environment in flight in the
atmosphere, including the gravitational environment, has been
simulated and investigated in the laboratory in most respects except
possibly for the "stress" phase. In the space environment, man's
physiological functioning in four important categories is not amenable
to investigation in the laboratory at this time. The design of future
space vehicles and mission profiles will depend to a large extent on
the evaluation of physiological data gathered in the couLWse of our
early space efforts. The main environmental conditions which we
can at the piesent tiime no! Simulate in tihe laboratory are these:

(1) Ploh lxucd weightlc.ssness: Simnuflation of sonic of the effects
of wcightt I cssies s is being accontpliselei by techniques such as water
inun 1ccl-sioll. I'h extelt ti which lie se conditions duplicate the Phy-
siolo-ical efiects 1;f lr(, n.ged weightlessness is unknown. Validation
of OI LS, t, tcchniqucs will onllv cvnm about when sulficient lhiysiological
nfil'lnat litll IS 1Under condition iif actual weightlessness.

i ' I • if I I . . . .
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Z .Every indication'to date points toprolonged we'ghtiesshe4'sst'.S a potent,
'factor in altering physiological functioning in man.

wil-7,-2) Trolonged ccele~to~bewe z~1Q Tis itt~~
-be found in'space craft if and wheni artificial gravity"'is-employed

and will be seen in any case on the surface of certain planets; such
as the moon. The same remarks apply here as apply to prolonged

.weightlessness. - ..

(3) Radiation: The radiation environment of space is incomple-
tely-ý,mapped out at the present time as regards both the intensity and
the nature of the radiation encountered. Exact laboratory simulation
of the radiation environment is not feasible at this time. -

(4) "Stress": As has been demonstrate~d in high performance
aircraft (Figures 1, 2), physiological functioning during critical phases
'of flight i s at least quantitatively different from that seen in the labor-
atory. This results from a combination of factors, such as alertness,
which are here loosely grouped into the term "stress". The physio-
logical reaction referred to here is appar:ently a bona fide response
to a difficult and threatening situation rather than to the physical
environment. Simulation ot this response in the laboratory is difficult,
impractical, or impossible. It is not anticipated that physiological
functioning for the entire course of a space mission will be dominated
by "stress" effects. Rational evaluation of physiological data tele-
metered during critical phases of the mission, however, will depend
upon the monitor's knowledge and familiarity with such effects..

The justification for the use of biomedical monitoring on space
missions is thus seen to -be based on considerations of operational
safety and on the need to gather datawhich will bear on the design of
future space vehicles and mission profiles. The considerations which
apply to biomedical monitoring are seen to be precise,1y those which
have led to the monitoring of engineering parameters from high per-
formance vehicles and space craft. Biomedical monitoring need not
in the future be justified as a separate entity. The reasons which
comp)el us to monitor engineering variables from space c(raft apply in
their entirety to biomedical monitoring. .Just as the evaluation of data
tohl'nivtrod from space leads to a constant rcdesign of the eniii(i:c'rihqg
components of a space vehicle, so the evaluation of p)hysiol,,gi('al clda
will lead to inodification of human toleran' Ic) nv (ans of prol ecliv,
devices such as thus' which have made atmnospheric f light t)os5i5jbI
for' thu cr(' k.
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The state of the art in biomedical monitoring is determined by
...the degree of success tha-threas beendac.he zie, itict , .

i;. important areas:- .

o • ->-",: "(1) Tie~choice or the development of physiological para-meters,
.the monitoring of., wh4 4will yield useful.and specific information.

. (2) The development of- small, lighband reliable sensors with
which to mo•titor these varj.b1•es•. --- ...

- (3) The development of techniques for interpretation of physio-

logical information which will allow for a maximum of information to
be derived from measur~emeatamade in 111&ht. -

The foregoing is simply a way of stating that physiological para-
meters for use in biomedical monitoring must be chosen in such
manner that information derived from them is unequivocally interpre-
table as well as being descriptive of the functioning of important organ
systems. In addition, the choice of parameters must be governed by
tihe knowledge as to whether or not reliable sensors exist with which
to measure them or whether such sensors can be developed within the
-near future.

"At the present time the l)arameters shown in the right hand
column of Table 1 could be monitored in a fairly practical way in
the in-flight situation. It is seen that 12 channels of telemetry or on-
board recording are required, of which 9 channels must be wide band
channels and 1 channel muwt be, a very wide band channel. At the
present time at the School' of'Aei'ospace Medicine only the 3 parameters
shown in the left hand colunin are being monitored routinely andiin-what

-follows it will become clear what lead to the choice of those.._para-- ..
mlete[rs .. .. . - : -,.

(0) The pa ranieters shown on the left can be measured with a
r'yeA deal of reliability. The weight penalty involved in (obtaining

theni is small. The total system shown on the left, assuming that
1,, F O d S .;. i. 3V ;il l)lt'xnFOret the, vi'hisp,, ar"ount 0) t'lss ihan
10 lbs. Furthcr, sensors for monitoring these three parameters are
reast,nnal)lv practicil and small.

(2) IhcSe parameters, in contcrast to some shown in the right
hand cOilumn,* ar unequi v %Wall y interpretable and it is not likely that
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~'~they will be interpreted in cliff ei ent manner by-dtff erent ob~servers
-- work~ing under _the prsure -of an aprtol'ji4o. . - ----

- ~-----~ - 3) astý, and probably most in Yrant -fOm t jeatonai ;-.l -- ~
point-of view, operational go mno-go limits, even though very wide,
anay be set ýor each crew naeinber for these parameters. -

* ---- The combination of the 3 parameters' shown en the left gives
us a rough estimate of cardiorespiratory performance with minimum

-- -- weight penalty. The information derived is suitable for very rapid
---- ~- ..,evaluation and for presentation. to the monitor- in a simple and -

- ~straight forward fashion. Failure or marginal function of the circula-
-tory and in some cases the respiratory system is certain to be indic-
ated and at times predicted f-rom an interpretation of these three.-, -

--- parameters. Correlation of~information derived., with vehicle par~a-
-meters and environithental variables i.s certain to yield. highly--

- -*-*~ meaningful infoimation upon which to base the design of future mission
profiles. -

- m.a much more sophisticated system, such as the one shiown
onl the right, it is clear that the weight penalty would be great. In
addition, sensors adequate to record all these parameters would enl-
cumber the astronaut in a significant way. Third, because of the larger
niumber of sensors and the relatively embryonic state of development
of senis6rs for certain p~aramieters, reliability of this system would
be low. And last, our knowledge of- the interpretation of the physiologi-'
cal p~arameters shown on the right hanid side is such that as regards
the cardior espi ratory system little significant infor~mat ion would be
gainied over and above that derived from our simple system. The,
information derived from the two parameters (EEG and GSR), describ--

- -. - ing certain facets of the operation of the central nervous system, would."
not e uequvocaly ntepretablie. The- large cost of television intem

of band width and weight mighlt well be jutfal nohrgounds but

not on the basis of physiological information derived fromn examining a1
televisiunl picture. -

A s-hort revi ew of the state of the art as it (oncerniH each pa r-a-
nmetcr sho uld sei'vce to solidify the poitits miade above.

(1i ECU. lltccligamis usujallyv obtainled at Hthe presenlt
-tilme by meanlls tf a inlelead (sternail) consist in,, of .3 i-lvtcutro(-s, e-ach

of which is less thanl 1 -1 Inch InI (liaincter andi less thanl I. 8 i nel ill height.
These-; SerII-St &I d1 nIt2'cUuir(2 sha,.i rig A~t elac t frnet. cacings arte ob-

taini( I 1h1 hialn1th lasur~~fentcac iheart iat(. th d(lttfti~ii Af arch- Iv
tllluI-n a .111rd Ot'h Je~L't cci i (nAf IssIn voCa cdi Il damaiJge:. A Smallinces
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"- --4in reliability and interpretability is obtained by adding, another lead
"- -necessitatinga total of 5- sensors on the thorax. (4) Obtaining vector-.
cardiogramnomponents of. laboratory quality wot4.d.rnecessit~te• a

-'-.otal of 4 leads with a total o1i3 electrodesif rltablity' ere to be
-maintained. The interpretation of vectorcardiogram components today
is not as unequivocal as the interpretation of a single sternal lead, and
in addition, a vectorcardiogram of laboratory qualitysis not likely to
-be obtained on an activesubject. For that reason, as well as because

* --of the increased cost in terms of wide band channels, recording of
vector cardiogram routinely during space flight is not advocated at
this time.

(2) Blood Pressure. The electrocardiogram will give indica-
"tions of certain types of physiological decrement. However, marginal

. cardiovascular operation and indeed cardiovascular collapse may present
itself in the presence of- a near normal electrocardiogram. Blood pressure
in this respect is extremely valuable. It is unlikely that cardiovascular
collapse will be overlooked in the presence of ECG and blood pressure
information. Tac reliability of the blood pressure apparatus developed
and used at SAM is such that blood pressure is likely to be readable under
the most difficult conditions anticipated during space missions (3, 2).
Blood pressure measurenment at this stage requires an occluding cuff and
it is hoped that an equivalent measurement will be obtained within the near
future without the use of such an occlusive device.

(3) Quantitative Respiratory Flow. The type and the intensity of
linealr accelerations encountered during space missions make it extremely
desirable that pulmonary ventilation be monitored in some way. When the
crew is wearing an oxygen m ask or when the pressure suit face plate is
cl)s~d, it is possible to record quantitative respiratory flow by simple
means. This will give ain indication of the onset, either of hyperventila-
tion or of inadequate pulmonary ventilation. In the shirt sleeve situation
or in those instances when the pressure suit face plate is open, measure-
iuc.its ar'e limited to respiratory rate. This information is not nearly as
useful as quantitative respiratory flow. Very.high respiratory rates may
occur in the presence of inadequate pulmonary ventilation. Quantitative
1nc'asulcVm ent ( respircator\ flow ill the shirt sleeve enlvironlllent is not
a rcalitv t•,d;iv, althmon-h it is hnpId th:it i mpcdancfe plethysm ography
will ::)k.lvc that .' , n for us inl the near futuore.

I4) 'ils. \t Itcit-' . ThU intiC-ust il pulse velocity ha:s been
i't-.lvc d duoi-ino t w pat-l v,.ar ill the hope that a solid rclation ship bu-
Tw.,-O Oh!'• ! i•r -s.,- a'CO.it .uld 1)(- (.Mt sielS d. Should

uch at "r'lat ,,nshir l( (1t. d 1o i-rllei d. ih[.! thl(. Ilvd fri all m-cluding cull

I
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in -obtainlaig blood pressure would no longer 6ist and, blood pressure
measurement on long space missions would become much mor-e prac-
-tical. Tile magnitude of the pulse velocity is determined, not only by
dhe, blood.,pre~pure, however,.- kMalo yihe phy-sicalp ropertf~~of
arterial afs. Under diff erent physiological situations these proper-.
ties have been kniown to change. It is unlikely that pulse velocity, can
be related to blood pressure under all circumstances. In some pre-

-liminary work done. in flight it appears that pulse velocity canl be
related to blood pressure. -'However, this has been observed under
a very ýrestricted set of physiological conditions, that is, fairly, high
peripheral resistance.. It. is unlikely that- -the same cof-relation will
hold true either, on the treadmill or in the heat chambers. InI view of
this, somne now advocate the use of pulse velocity as being descriptive
of certain phases of cardiovascular function without necessarily any.
relation to blood pressure. An ambitious laboratory program is.
necessary in order -o determine thle place of pulse'velocity mecasure-
ments in bioniedicalýýi'm.onitoring for space flight.

(5) Heart Sounds. Heart sounds canl give ancillary information
concerning cardiovascular function. Iii addition, the puesenc~e of a
large amiount of fluid in the alveoli WOuld probably bL' dl('C't etd by a
cardiac microp~hone. Sin1Ce th]Cfie exists some doubt as to how W01i
f]luids wvill1 be handled in the jpolmoilary tree ilurfini weightlessnle.S.,
the mneasuremnent of heart sounds has more than one fact or to reconi -
miend it. Heart soun-ds, in addition, are quite easy to measu~re aind
requir-e only a very smiall sensor. Thi SsenIsor could be combinled
with an _ECQ electrode.

(6) EEG. From aI clinical point ol view, mutch informlationl
canl be derived from the elech-roencephialogra Inl. It is especially
Useful in pathologlical states. In the normal individual'. it Will am-ong
other things grive a vouch "11-estimiate of the level of consciousness.
When more subile differentiations ar e to bo made between levels of,
conisciousniess or the state (or awareniess, thlen thle iiicl cpietation is
IiC t likely to be aIs unliform11 among1 differen~t obscrv Cr5. WhenJ MWn
(coupl es these facts With tilte conside rat ion tila Et.H G jilc aI arie
ILull v onle orde i' of unagnit ode smialler than PCG potenit Ias, 1 heui
it heir ones applarenlt that monulit~oring1 HEýG underCSI WUac 1Iiltrn
dlitliri.S iS,- ilint ný,CI I11W .i iC(C tile almniol ()I iiiloin111twii li to b ulcrived
I ii iii it, ~~i~ olv (,i ari-Ivligd . L'I-.(. ho'w, . r. i zi s

()iuC~ 01C1 iCCIC hcit 111))) -, Cii ' Cdi C\ Ct~l III C tflf ICt' it i j 't IC 1 . IU r i

7n ~ (2 5I'" lilt CrýuiuC 11Cm ý C i C l C, ,-if

tx!CC '(7 ' Vi ll' '_r(m. al:C :m'. -C C 7. *
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teeded rule GSR either in Q.out of -biomedica monitoring

for 'space flight.
-~itnhe az~~~d~csin surned..thiat..Volei. a~~

able, an ' it i s also assumed t-hat enVýŽionrnental parameters ,are being
monitored. Regarding voice, it is obvious that if only one chlannel.
were available for monitoring, it would have to be voice. However,
exper~ience in high performance- Yi~ t eseialy pxpprience re-
lating to Ihylioxia; makes it quite clear that the crew member is a.
very poor observer of-physiological happenings in himself', especially

-in case of ýan *energency.ý-As-was seen in the- course of flights during
World War I in which hypoxia was almost a daily occurrence on; hcer-
tain missions, it is possible for a crew member to functionl aI-J,5nall
in a phiyiiological way for hours at a time without being aware
except for a vague recollection of ill feeling ;iod ýubsequent feel'jj'ý
of tiredness and mnalaise. Itegarding environmental parameters.ý,j;
should be clear that .1 rational evaluation of physiological paramnotes
monlitored from a sp~ace vehicle is impossible withiout a kn'owledge of
the environment. Va -lues -.for hecart, rate, blood pre(-ssuire- or respi ra-
tory flow whichl Would be IkelJ withinii acceptable limits in a certain
eiiviPt)nilClen mliplht be inidicative of' a larg-Ie decrementii in ph1ysiological
pe rforma1.nlce given an1 other, Slightly different enc'irclinnient,

INTERlPRE'ATlON OF DATA

Interpretation- of p~hysiological data gathered in flight bears
many obviouIs similarities to initerpretation Of dlata gathered in a
clinical situation. Tihe most important difference, in interpret .ation,
howev er, bet weenl the cilinical and the inl-flight situation is thait, in the
Con rsel of spatce flight, the eni-viroinicent will inl all cases be radically
diffeCrenit from that unlder Which o)ur clinlical baselinle noi-m-s Were,
gather ed. In, thle course of space flighit. thei crew will be St)bjectcd
cit her to hligh l inea r aceci eratiouls. or ci .-;c it will be weighitless, or
licaINcl se . Inl addfi tion. the .-as:eous cvin cutimentA is likely to be quite
(fltfelcent froml th lint lcn inl t he cIiimi(a Isitli oath even if environmental
sv stuns a m'e ipt ratning pro perly. Diet anld fIluid intake is likely to

c)t~ I- siLýIlifitutttt difi erteno.csý to that seen(21 inl the clinlical situationl anld.
tinlaiiv ti tilet (d ale ss or ''ti- during.ý critical parts of tile
mI s~io \lk iI II lu kit (itt-Ilv (ItitI lt ftilt IrtjnlI thfa t uII(ler whic I pat i ents a r

Tin- ri tdei.~ ~ nil i' nts t thaýt ift .,,c -a m itt rat mommah y
C1,11.1 11at k atL nd il tint c(ooest itl sPace tlii~t we., mo1st arm711

-U!'ila'al.m itii t(O iii ito omlah
ill (1I~t~lto I..'i f ll ;' l -Iiat e t . i ('ijrs mc till c(-sp at(Jcv
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flow during boost 'and 'b.-entr can b.dteiminedadt.ageae-

tent have been determined, .on the centrifu-ge.' However, a largelb .ody
of data remiains to be gathered -on.-early space flights relative to cardio-

* .>wY e~platoy.or other n~rms, intleW-ightless -eflirojimeft, 'During
states of heightened alertness such 'as. 6xist d.uring 'critical phases'of
X-15 missions and in our F-100 research aircraft- at the -School of
Aerospace Medicine, physiological -functioning has been shown to be
at least quantitati ely. narkedly-different from that seen in the clinical

* situation. As a result, existing~clinical norms for blood pressure andý
-ýlieart rate are all but useless to us in. the inf light. situation. Figures

I and 2 make this point very. clearly.. -In Figure 1 the composite heart
rates for 4 X-15 flights are shown (1). Neither the level nor the direc-
tion of the resultant accelerations are shown on these graphs and it
is safe to say that some of the..'qncrease in heart rate is due to accelera-
tions above 1 g, both transverse and positive. However, the magnitude
and the duration of 'acceleratidns~encoutntered do not begin to account
for the heart rates seen here. It should be kept in mind that clinical
norms for heart rate are all below the level of the abscissa on this
graph. Heart rates such as these could not be reproduced in the non-
exercising patient -.nder clinical circumstances without the use of drug's.
Figure 2 shows the respiratory rates for 4 X-15 flights. When it is
kept in mnind that the normal respiratory rate is approximately 16 per
minute, this figure will be seen to illustrate again the fact that clinical
normns arc inadequate in the in- flight situation. Admnittedly, X-15
flights are particularly exciting as well as being very short, and cer-
tainly one would not expect values such as these for long periods of
time during space flight. Figure 3, however, shows a plot of blood
pressure and heart rate during F-100 flights, averaging approximately

* ~2 hours. The results of 10 flights are showni as as can be seen from
the heart rate p~lot. these flights were not particularly exciting ones.

.2 Indeed, mnost of these were under VFR conditions and severe weather
was encountered only for a very short portion of one flight, at altitude.
Yet it is seen that the blood pressures, especially diastolic, are almlost
entirely outside the range of clinical norms. Such blood pressures,
when seeni on clinical patients, would carry with themi a grave progniosi s.
I lyre again, the iic stvfor- obtaining new norms becomies qulite evi-
denta. Rega rdinig i lite rprretat ion of dit a in biomiedical monitoring then,
tlirct' poinlt s are miade:

1.Il~liv Siob gial ha se i nus niu st be- gat hered foi- the ini-fl ight
sit uat lop..

2. %%\ ork dtiiie in our rt-searcl aircraft at SAM iiidicate tHat
* jr cactII nittlrliual, suhiict then ar( .1,ce'rtainl characternistic hlood

lhi¾ ~ ~ 111d a(l bal- ni ia I for (lifferlntt ofiae fh,f ti its.


